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Our primary priorities are ensuring 
the safety of personnel and protecting 
the environment. We also focus on the 
social and governance issues that are 
of significance to our business and 
stakeholders, as outlined in this report.
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About This Report

This is Hurricane’s first standalone Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) Report. It covers our ESG approach and performance 
across our operations relating to our key material topics in the period 
1 January to 31 December 2019. This report has been prepared in 
accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards, 
and future reports will be issued annually.

Hurricane’s ESG Report is reviewed and agreed by the CEO and the 
Board of Directors prior to publication.

Reporting standards
Our reporting uses global standards to ensure it is robust. We have chosen to follow 
the GRI reporting guidance as it is a broad and well-recognised framework to report 
against. We made this decision with reference to other standards and in light of 
industry-specific guidance from the International Petroleum Industry Environmental 
Conservation Association (IPIECA) and the best-practice reporting of peers.

Scope and boundaries
We report on those assets and activities over which we had control in terms of ESG 
policies and practices throughout 2018 and 2019. This covers our offshore operations 
on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) and our offices in Eashing and Aberdeen. Read more 
about the boundaries on pages 9 and 10.

Data
Our ESG data is provided throughout this report and summarised in the Data Tables 
section on pages 48 – 51.

External initiatives
This report follows the Core option of the GRI Standards and IPIECA was used to guide 
content. The Sustainability Accounting Standards Boards (SASB) resources and its 
materiality map were used for the desk-based stage of the materiality-mapping exercise.

Hurricane also supports the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). 
Although we are at the beginning of our ESG reporting journey, it is our intention to 
apply governance, risk management and strategy processes to manage climate-related 
financial risks, and to align with TCFD recommendations in the future. In a similar way, 
we also intend to discuss at Board level the alignment of our activities and objectives with 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and to report on this in future ESG Reports.

We are signatories to Oil and Gas UK (OGUK)’s voluntary Commercial Code of Practice 
and Infrastructure Code of Practice, and we adhere to the Supply Chain Code of Practice. 
We also comply with the EU emissions regulations by purchasing EU Emission Trading 
System permits.
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Letter From the CEO

Hurricane has always had a strong focus 

on responsibility. Our main priorities 

are ensuring the safety of personnel and 

protecting the environment.”

I am pleased to present Hurricane’s first Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) Report. This marks a step forward in our reporting 
and builds on our commitment to transparency throughout our operations.

2019 saw a major milestone achieved with first oil from the Lancaster 
field. With production now underway, we have a recurring base of 
operations against which to measure our performance. The Lancaster 
Early Production System (EPS) is just the first phase of the development 
of our Rona Ridge assets, but we intend to set our course on a responsible 
trajectory as we work towards these potential future increases in scale.

Hurricane has always had a strong focus on responsibility. Our main 
priorities are ensuring the safety of personnel and protecting the 
environment. We have also always focussed on the social and governance 
topics that we see as significant to our business and stakeholders. We are 
delighted to now expand, in greater detail than we have disclosed in 
the past, on some of the good work that we as a Company have been 
doing. The Lancaster EPS development was achieved both on time and 
within budget, a phenomenal accomplishment. I congratulate everyone 
involved in making this remarkable achievement a reality. I am particularly 
proud of the strong health and safety record maintained throughout 
the work hours required to deliver the project which was over 3 million.

The COVID-19 pandemic reminds us that risk management needs to 
be dynamic and adapt to new threats. Hurricane follows OGUK’s Industry 
Travel Policy for Offshore Installations, and has been working with its 
offshore rig, FPSO and aviation contractors to put measures in place 
to prevent the spread of the virus, including confining, treating and 
evacuating affected employees and contractors where necessary. 
Our priority is the safety of our employees and contractors. If production 
needs to be temporarily suspended to ensure safety of personnel 
following offshore cases, it will be.

Commencing production at Lancaster has resulted in a considerable 
increase in Hurricane’s activities and, consequently, significant growth 
in our personnel. The policies and procedures we have in place, coupled 
with our inclusive and robust culture and organisational structure, supports 
this growth. I am delighted that in our growth we have maintained 
gender balance in the business. It is important to us that all employees 
have access to the same opportunities to develop their careers.

Climate change is an increasingly prominent issue, both globally and 
for our industry. We support a transition to a low-carbon economy, 
but since oil and gas will remain essential elements of energy supplies 
for decades to come, our role in this process is to deliver our operations 
as cleanly and efficiently as possible. Hurricane carries out all its 
operations in full compliance with relevant regulations, in many cases 
going above and beyond, working in as environmentally friendly a way 
as possible.

Although 2020 looks set to be a challenging year, in particular for the 
oil industry, our first full year of production will be a key milestone in 
Hurricane’s journey. It is my view that the building blocks we have put 
in place provide the firm foundations necessary to enable the Company 
to create value for all our stakeholders

Dr Robert Trice
Chief Executive Officer
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Our Business
What we do
We focus on making discoveries in naturally fractured basement reservoirs and are now working towards realising the value of the reserves and 
resources of these discoveries. Fractured basement reservoirs are prolific producers globally but are a previously untapped resource on the UKCS. 
Hurricane is pioneering this play in the UK, with a focus on the Atlantic margin, West of Shetland.

Where we operate

HALIFAX

LANCASTER

WARWICK

LINCOLN

GREATER LANCASTER AREA

GREATER WARWICK AREA

Hurricane has a portfolio of contiguous offshore licences on 
the UKCS, West of Shetland. The area is a proven petroleum 
basin, with a number of large producing oil fields, including 
Clair, Foinaven and Schiehallion. Hurricane’s licences are 
focussed on the Rona Ridge, a major northeast–southwest 
trending basement feature. The water depth in the area is 
around 150m. Extensive exploration and appraisal work 
programmes have led to a number of significant discoveries 
in the Company’s acreage and, in 2019, Lancaster, the UK’s 
first fractured basement field, was brought into production 
with first oil from the EPS development.
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Our key strengths
As pioneers of the fractured basement play in this region, we have a focussed set of skills and have developed a depth 
of experience relevant to our operations. The strength of our business derives from application of this expertise while 
maintaining a focus on operational excellence, generating value and acting responsibly. 

Our operating model
Hurricane is a licence operator, holding the licence for exploration, drilling and extraction on our acreage. Offshore activity, 
including installation and operation of facilities, and drilling of wells is carried out by our Tier 1 contractors rather than by 
Hurricane. The bulk of procurement at Hurricane is therefore through Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) 
contracts with major suppliers, using a Tier 1 contractor model. We also procure goods, services and operational support.

Basement reservoir 
expertise

Operational  
excellence

Value focus Commitment to 
responsibility
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Tier 1 contractors
 • Tier 1 model allows integrated contracts

 • Relationships strengthened over time

 • Reduces direct tendering

 • Petrofac wells team sits within 
the Hurricane office in Aberdeen

Hurricane role
 • Licence operator

 • Informed buyer of services

 • Key personnel in Aberdeen and Eashing

Direct contracting
 • Logistics

 • Financial services
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We have four Tier 1 contractors, which account for most of our 
procurement. As they have their own supply chains, we carry out 
very little tendering. These Tier 1 contractors are:

 • TechnipFMC (SURF)

 • Petrofac (wells)

 • Bluewater (Floating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) 
installation operator)

 • Transocean (rig provision)

Read more about our procurement activities on page 17 and how we 
create value for stakeholders.

Our approach to working responsibly
Working responsibly at all times is integral to the success of our 
business. We work in an open and transparent manner, both within 
the Company and with all our stakeholders, and our approach is 
underpinned by effective governance and management systems.

We are an oil and gas company that is focussed on the long term, 
and which in turn guides how we make decisions and operate. 
We recognise the importance of material topics, including health 
and safety, environmental stewardship, our employees, ethical conduct, 
stakeholder relations and leaving a positive legacy in the communities 
where we operate. Our daily operations prioritise health and safety 
and protecting the environment.

We believe in building trust and working in partnership with all our 
stakeholders, relevant third parties and other companies, sharing best 
practice and developing long-term relationships that will strengthen 
our business and help us achieve our objectives.

The Association of British 
Independent Oil Exploration 
Companies (BRINDEX)

Oil and Gas UK (OGUK) The Offshore Pollution Liability 
Association (OPOL)

Oil Spill Response Limited (OSRL)

Membership of associations
Hurricane retains membership of a number of industry bodies, enabling it to share expertise and best practice 
and participate in relevant discussions and activities. Current memberships are

The Quoted Companies Alliance (QCA)
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Our values
Hurricane is driven by a set of clear values that guide its behaviour and approach at all times.  
These values are underpinned by a commitment to ethical behaviour and full compliance with all applicable laws.

Straightforward  
We keep it simple

Ingenious  
We see what 
others miss

Tenacious  
We never give up

Collaborative  
The whole is 

greater than the 
sum of parts

Logical 
It all adds up

Supporting the Sustainable Development Goals
The 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
provide a clear path to address global issues, including access to 
energy, protecting ecosystems, addressing climate change and 
improving gender equality.

Businesses have a key role to play in helping towards the achievement 
of the SDGs. Not all of the SDGs are relevant to our own business, but 
we are able to play a role in supporting those that are. Our Board intends 
to discuss how our business and objectives can be aligned with the SDGs, 
and this will be reported in future years.

Governance
Effective governance is essential to our success. Our Board is responsible 
for setting our business strategy and objectives, and takes a close 
interest in all aspects of how issues within the Company are managed. 
This includes assessing and monitoring sustainability-related risks 
within its oversight of principal risks.

Board structure and oversight of sustainability topics
The Board is collectively responsible for the long-term success 
of the Company, including setting and leading the Company’s strategic 
targets and objectives, and ensuring that they are properly pursued. 
The Board also ensures that major business risks are actively monitored 
and managed.

Specific responsibilities of the Board include:

 • the development of strategy, including exploration, 
appraisal and development activity;

 • acquisition and divestment policy;

 • the approval of financial reporting and controls;

 • the approval of major capital expenditure;

 • the approval of Company communications;

 • the approval of Board membership and other appointments;

 • determining the remuneration levels of the directors, company 
secretary and senior executives;

 • the Company’s governance matters and delegation of authority;

 • the Company’s capital structure; and

 • the consideration of major contracts and significant financing matters.

Introduction

Our key policies and codes
To assist us in working responsibly, and to ensure the effective 
governance of our business, we have six key policies:

People Policy

Assurance Policy

Ethics Policy

 Corporate Major Accident 
Prevention Policy (CMAPP) 

Environmental Policy

Health and Safety Policy
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All Board members are trained on ESG topics, including appropriate 
regulations and frameworks. The Board reviews ESG topics and activities 
at every meeting, and this is a standing item for all Board meetings.

The Board also gives final approval to the materiality topics following 
materiality assessments on pages 9 and 10, and to this ESG Report.

Our Board currently comprises eight members, two of whom are female.

Our committees
To assist with the effective governance of the Company, the Board 
is supported by the Audit and Risk Committee, the Remuneration 
Committee and the Nominations Committee.

We believe it is important to have the right skills and experience 
represented on the Board, and also to encourage openness and 
transparency during meetings. During 2019, the Company undertook 
a review of its Board structure, size, balance of skills and composition. 
Currently, the Board is composed of two executive directors (the 
Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Operating Officer), non executive 

Chairman (independent on appointment), five non-executive 
directors (four of whom are independent non-executive directors 
and a non-executive Shareholder Nominee Director (not independent)). 
In 2019, Sandy Shaw and Beverley Smith were appointed to the Board 
(on 3 January and 20 December respectively). In addition, the Company 
has an Acting Chief Financial Officer. 

Following the appointments, as at 31 December 2019, the Board 
consisted of 75% male and 25% female directors excluding the 
Shareholder Nominee Director. We expect to increase the diversity 
of our Board going forward. All Board members also receive training 
in all key policies and regular follow-ups to ensure they maintain 
current knowledge. Read more about Board members’ training 
on page 28.

Board of Directors

HSEMExecutive 
Directors

Board 
Committees

External Assurance Risk Workshops

Top-down

Business Departments

Bottom-up

Audit, risk and internal control
The Audit and Risk Committee supports the Board in its 
responsibilities relating to corporate reporting, risk management 
and internal controls, and reviews the effectiveness and findings 
of the internal and external audits. The committee also provides 
regular reports to the Board.

The Board sets the Company’s risk appetite and reviews the 
recommendations of the Audit Committee’s assessment of the 
effectiveness of the risk management and internal controls 
during the year.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee determines the remuneration 
for the executive directors and senior managers to ensure it is 
aligned to shareholders’ interests. It also oversees the Company’s 
Remuneration Policy and exercises independent judgement 
and discretion when authorising remuneration outcomes. 
The committee takes care to ensure that remuneration is fair, 
competitive, aids retention of employees, and takes into account 
both the Company’s and each individual’s performance, as well as 
wider circumstances.

Nominations Committee
The Nominations Committee is responsible for Board recruitment 
and succession planning to ensure the long-term success and future 
viability of the Company. When considering Board appointments, 
the committee takes into account:

 • the Company’s strategic priorities;

 • business experience;

 • skills, knowledge and expertise in areas relevant to the 
operation of the Board;

 • diversity; and

 • the need for an appropriately sized Board.
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Risk Management

Introduction to risk management
Risk management is vital to our governance. Hurricane takes a proactive 
approach to identifying, assessing and mitigating risks. We have a broad 
range of policies and procedures in place to ensure that the risks we 
face are properly identified, evaluated and managed at the appropriate 
levels within the business. Hurricane runs a formal risk-management 
process, which is a combination of strategic top-down and bottom-up 
operational reviews. This process provides us with an awareness of the 
key quantitative and qualitative risks we face and enables us to prioritise 
how we deal with our risk exposures and opportunities.

The Board has ultimate responsibility for the oversight of risk in the 
business, and sets the tone in relation to this. The day-to-day handling 
of the Company’s risk-management process is overseen by the Acting 
Chief Financial Officer, who reports to the Audit and Risk Committee 
on this matter. The Audit and Risk Committee reviews the principal 

risks and areas of emerging risk on a regular basis, and the Board 
formally reviews them twice a year.

Hurricane recognises its responsibility to the environment. The Board 
is regularly kept updated on Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) 
matters at each Board meeting.

Effective risk management across the business is embedded into our 
day-to-day operations. Senior management is responsible for managing 
and monitoring the risks that fall under its operational remit on an 
ongoing basis. These risks are regularly assessed to identify and document 
corresponding mitigating actions. All risk updates are provided to and 
reviewed by other members of the Group’s leadership teams to ensure 
that there is a cumulative understanding of where risks are interdependent 
and will require cross-functional collaboration.

Working With Our Stakeholders

How we engage
Regular informal interactions with stakeholders allow us to incorporate 
their views into our planning. Where we pursue actions with a substantial 
potential impact, such as field-development phases, an external 
consultation process creates a more formal feedback mechanism.

As part of the materiality process for this report, we underwent 
a stakeholder engagement process to help guide the prioritisation 
of material topics.

Examples of consultations Hurricane undertakes with a variety 
of different stakeholder groups include:

 • mandatory consultations for permits and Environmental Statement 
Consultation processes, which include public consultation;

 • investor meetings as a matter of course;

 • workforce engagement meetings;

 • meetings with the West of Shetland council and local 
communities; and

 • informal proactive consultations with governmental  
and non-governmental organisations.

External partnerships
Engagement and collaboration with others are essential to 
how we work to identify and reduce the impacts of our activities. 
Suppliers and contractors, relevant third parties and other companies 
are all made aware of our policies, standards and commitment to good 
practices. We continually work with them, sharing best practice and 
seeking out synergies to improve performance.

Sharing ideas is important to us. Hurricane is a member of a number 
of national industry associations and groups. Our work in collaboration 
with others gives us a wide perspective and the opportunity to be 
both a contributor and a learner in addressing sustainability challenges. 
Finding workable solutions both for our business and for the oil industry 
as a whole is important to us.

As part of the materiality-assessment process we completed in 2019, 
we carried out an exercise to identify our key stakeholders. We define 
these as individuals, groups or bodies who might be significantly influenced 
or affected by our activities, or whose support or participation is required 
for us to operate, fulfil our strategy and meet our objectives.

Our stakeholder groups include:

 • Staff

 • Investors

 • Local communities

 • Academic communities

 • Local authorities

 • Ultimate customers

 • Governments and regulatory authorities

 • Industry associations

 • Emergency support services

 • Business partners

 • Contractors and suppliers

 • Financial service providers

 • Exploration and Production (E&P) peers

 • NGOs

 • Media

Introduction
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Our Material Topics
For any company, it is important to understand the most important topics that impact and influence the business, as this will guide strategy and 
decision making. We have applied the GRI’s Materiality Principle, which defines relevant or material topics as “those that may reasonably be considered 
important for reflecting the organisation’s economic, environmental and social impacts, or influencing the decisions of stakeholders”*.

* https://www.globalreporting.org/standards/questions-and-feedback/materiality-and-topic-boundary/.

In 2019, we identified our material topics and their relative importance for the Company and its stakeholders. This followed a four-stage process:

Definition of our material topics
As part of our materiality process, our internal stakeholders discussed and determined the boundaries for each topic identified as potentially 
material. In line with GRI guidance, this involved assessing where impacts occur (or are at risk of occurring) and what Hurricane’s involvement 
and influence is. These were then validated through an internal materiality workshop to determine the boundary for reporting purposes. In some 
cases, areas of impact were identified but have been excluded from the reporting boundary given a lack of materiality compared to the impact 
related to Hurricane’s core business. 

Despite including incidents that occur on drilling rigs contracted by Hurricane within Hurricane’s health and safety statistics, environmental data 
associated with drilling rigs are not included.

Defining the scope and boundaries of identified material topics

Material topic and status Definition Boundary

ENVIRONMENT

MAJOR ACCIDENT 
PREVENTION AND 
PREPARATION

(VERY HIGH)

Major accidents in offshore oil and gas activities 
have the potential to result in significant injuries, 
loss of life, and significant spills of hydrocarbons 
or other major environmental impacts.

Hurricane seeks to reduce the risk and potential impact 
of major accidents in connection with activities on any 
licence where it is the field operator. Hurricane’s appointed 
installation operator Tier 1 contractors must ensure that 
Major Accident Hazard Risks and control measures have 
been put into effect to reduce risk to as low as reasonably 
practicable (ALARP). All such operators must have an 
accepted UKCS Safety Case for their operations.

GREENHOUSE GAS (GHG) 
EMISSIONS

(VERY HIGH)

GHGs and other significant air emissions, 
resulting from oil and gas exploration 
and production (E&P) activities.

Hurricane reports the CO2 emissions from the Aoka 
Mizu FPSO given Hurricane’s ability as licence operator, 
to influence operations on the facility. Hurricane holds 
the GHG permit for the Aoka Mizu under the Green 
House Gas Emissions Trading Scheme Regs 2012.

Desk-based research 
to identify the initial 
list of topics
This included peer 
benchmarking, media scans 
and mapping against global 
reporting frameworks.

Interviews with internal 
and external stakeholders
In each interview, topics were 
ranked by importance, from 
which we developed a matrix 
for use at Stage 3.

Materiality workshop  
and final report
We held a workshop attended 
by Hurricane’s content specialists, 
senior executives and external 
consultants, to review the process 
and the interview results, as well 
as to discuss and define the 
boundaries of the topics raised.

Reporting
The interviews with internal 
and external stakeholders 
coupled with the results from 
the workshop informed what 
is included in this report.

1 2 3 4
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Our Material Topics

Material topic and status Definition Boundary

ENVIRONMENT CONTINUED

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

(MEDIUM)

Management of water and energy, including 
energy-efficiency measures, water use, and 
discharge of effluents and other waste.

Hurricane reports resource management of the 
installation operator of the Aoka Mizu FPSO given 
Hurricane’s ability, as licence operator, to influence 
operations on the facility.

BIODIVERSITY

(MEDIUM)

Impacts on biological diversity and natural 
ecosystems due to oil and gas E&P activities.

Hurricane assesses the potential impact of activities 
on any licence where it has an interest.

SOCIAL AND PEOPLE

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY

(HIGH)

Health and safety of employees and contractors. 
Prevention and mitigation of work-related incidents 
and injuries. 

Hurricane monitors the health and safety performance 
measures of its employees and contractors involved in 
well operations and production operations on licences 
where it has an interest. As licence operator, Hurricane has 
influence on the health and safety outcomes achieved 
by its well and installation operators.

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS

(HIGH)

Employment policies and procedures, approach to 
recruitment, and working conditions. Includes training 
and upgrading employee skills, diversity and inclusion, 
and employee engagement, as well as job security, 
equality in wages and benefits, and human rights. 

Hurricane employees and Board members.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

(LOW)

Interactions with and impact on persons or groups 
of persons living and/or working in any areas that are 
economically, socially or environmentally impacted 
by Hurricane’s direct operations.

Given the nature of oil and gas supply chains, 
communities affected by Hurricane’s operations are 
dispersed. Hurricane focusses on the communities 
geographically closest to its oil and gas operations, 
namely the Shetland Islands and Aberdeen.

GOVERNANCE

BUSINESS ETHICS, 
TRANSPARENCY AND 
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

(VERY HIGH)

Anti-bribery and corruption (ABC) policies and 
procedures designed to ensure honesty, consistency 
and adherence to Hurricane’s values and its Ethics 
Policy. Engagement with governments and local 
authorities. Compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations in the social, environmental and 
economic area.

Hurricane’s policies and procedures, including 
requirements levied on contractors.

BUSINESS RESILIENCE

(HIGH)

Economic value generated and distributed 
by Hurricane, including viability under the 
impacts of climate change and associated 
regulatory implications. 

Hurricane’s resilience has an impact on all stakeholders 
and is influenced by both internal and external factors.

RESPONSIBLE SUPPLY 
CHAIN PRACTICES

(HIGH)

Management of and adherence to fair and 
transparent supply chain policies. Supplier diversity, 
due diligence, and compliance with relevant standards 
and policies and social, human rights and 
environmental programmes.

Hurricane’s policies and procedures, including 
requirements imposed on contractors.

Defining the scope and boundaries of identified material topics continued
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From the review interviews, we have plotted a materiality matrix. This shows the importance of topics to stakeholders and to Hurricane, which 
indicates the influence those topics have on stakeholders’ assessments and decision making, and the significance of Hurricane’s economic, 
environmental and social impacts.

Final materiality matrix
The following matrix shows the most material topics for Hurricane, based on findings from stakeholder interviews and the internal workshop.

Significance of Hurricane Energy’s economic, environmental and social impacts
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Materiality Matrix

Governance

Society and people

EnvironmentMajor accident prevention and preparation

Greenhouse gas emissions

Business ethics, transparency and regulatory compliance

Occupational health and safety

Responsible supply chain practices

Business resilience

Employment practices and human rights

Resources management

Biodiversity
Community relations
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OUR MATERIAL TOPICS

 
Our material topics for governance include:

Business ethics, transparency and regulatory compliance Level of materiality

How we act with integrity, honesty and openness at all times 
READ MORE ON PAGE 14

Very high

Business resilience Level of materiality

How we ensure our business is future fit 
READ MORE ON PAGE 15

High

Responsible supply chain practices Level of materiality

How we manage our supply chains to ensure ethical practices and a secure, sustainable 
supply of goods and services 
READ MORE ON PAGE 17

High

Our Approach to Governance 
Our effective corporate governance framework is essential to the success and sustainability 
of the business. It supports management in achieving our strategic objectives while ensuring 
an appropriate level of challenge and proper oversight is exercised during decision making.

Our strong culture acts as an enabler to the Company so that we can achieve our strategic 
objectives and build collective responsibility for our long-term success. The Board continually 
works to build an efficient and sustainable business, in line with our values.
We are committed to applying high standards of corporate governance commensurate with the size and maturity of our 
business and recognise our responsibility to serve the interests of our shareholders in managing the Company. Our 
governance practices are aligned with best practice, and we voluntarily report against the provisions of the UK 
Corporate Governance Code 2018 (the Code) on a comply-or-explain basis. Details of our application of the Code can be 
found on pages 37 – 39 of our 2019 Annual Report and Accounts.

In 2018, we created a Listing and Governance Committee, whose remit includes recommending changes to 
organisational structure, internal processes and procedures, and governance protocols to the Board. The Board took this 
step to meet, if not exceed, the main provisions of the UK Corporate Governance Code. In 2019, the committee was not 
required to meet and its terms of reference have been transferred to the Board.

The governance policies and procedures we have in place are communicated to all staff, who also undertake mandatory 
training on governance topics.

Governance

Read more about our materiality matrix on page 11
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Governance

Business Ethics, Transparency  
and Regulatory Compliance

Regulatory compliance
We do everything we can to be fully compliant with all statutory 
requirements and regulations. We also undertake assurance audits 
on all Tier 1 contractors to assure our Board of Directors that they 
meet regulatory requirements.

Our work is subject to regulatory control by a number of bodies, 
including our primary regulators, the Oil and Gas Authority, the 
Health and Safety Executive and the Offshore Petroleum Regulator 
for Environment and Decommissioning (OPRED). 

For environmental issues, we primarily deal with OPRED, which is an 
office of the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. 
This includes the review of environmental statements, and the review 
of permits for offshore activities including discharges to water and 
atmosphere, all of which must receive OPRED approval.

Audits of Management Systems
As part of our ISO 14001-certified Environmental Management System 
and development of our Health and Safety Management System, we 
have an audit programme which includes the auditing of key contractors’ 
management systems and of our own internal Management System.

Having established that regulatory compliance is in place, our contractor 
audits now focus on specific areas under Regulation 5 of The Offshore 
Installations (Offshore Safety Directive) (Safety Case etc.) Regulations 
2015. This ensures contractors continue to operate in compliance 
with statutory requirements. In 2019, we carried out a well operator, 
installation operator and pipeline operator compliance audit to check 
that our appointed installation operators continued to meet relevant 
statutory provisions. We also carry out internal audits of our Management 
System to ensure its continued suitability. 

Payments to government
Hurricane is committed to financial transparency, from the use 
of revenue receipts to tax contributions and other payments made 
to governments.

We support the UK’s participation in the Extractive Industries 
Transparency Initiative (EITI) by making submissions of our payments 
to the government. We also support the new EITI 2019 standard 
and publish our payments to governments in our Annual Report 
and Accounts, in compliance with EU legislation. 

As a UK-based company paying taxes to the UK government, we believe 
tax to be a low-risk area for us.

Behaving ethically
Hurricane is committed to behaving ethically whenever and wherever 
it operates. We pride ourselves on our values (see page 6), the values 
of our employees and their collective commitment to acting with 
integrity, honesty and openness at all times. Our approach to ethical 
behaviour is enshrined in our Ethics Policy. We require all staff to adhere 
to this policy, and also encourage associated third parties to do so.

Anti-bribery and corruption (ABC)
Our ABC policy is clear – we do not tolerate bribery or corruption in 
any form. Our policy provides clear definitions and examples of bribery 
and corruption, ‘red flags’ which we would expect employees to report 
should they arise in the course of their work, and clear guidance on 
what is and is not deemed to be acceptable business practice.

We provide mandatory training to all directors, employees and any 
third-party individuals who work within Hurricane to reinforce their 
knowledge, understanding and implementation of our ABC Policy. 
Training is administered via an online portal, with a full ABC module 
to be completed initially, followed by annual refresher modules. 
Training records are monitored and maintained within the online portal.

Through our ABC Programme, we assess bribery and corruption risks 
to our business and reputation and put in place a framework to mitigate 
those risks. The ABC Programme is communicated to all relevant third 
parties at the outset of our relationship with them, and updates are 
provided as appropriate. Written confirmation is required from the 
third party that they have read, understood and will comply with our 
ABC Policy. Relevant third parties with anti-bribery and corruption 
procedures that are less robust and/or not comparable to our ABC 
Policy may be requested to adhere to our ABC Programme in 
exceptional circumstances.

We also carry out ABC risk assessments on suppliers. These include checks 
on tax, modern slavery, creditworthiness, adverse media, politically 
exposed persons, sanctions and enforcements, which extend to parent 
companies and subsidiaries. If a company is deemed to be a medium 
risk or higher, a full assessment is carried out. For those determined as 
high risk, a decision on whether to use that company may be referred 
to the Board based on the results of that assessment.

It is a policy of Hurricane that the Company does not make any 
political payments or contributions of any kind.

100%
of staff have received anti-bribery 
and corruption training
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Business Resilience

committed capital expenditure, regret costs and longer-term strategic 
forecasts and plans, including consideration of the principal risks faced 
by Hurricane. Further detail on long term viability is provided in the 
Annual Report on page 24.

Remuneration
Our approach to remuneration is designed to support our strategy 
and promote long-term, sustainable success by ensuring we attract 
and retain key employees. Our attitude to remuneration is guided 
by our Remuneration Policy, which is overseen and reviewed by 
our Remuneration Committee – the committee is chaired by a 
non-executive member of the Board. Each year we produce an 
annual remuneration report, detailing how we have applied the 
Remuneration Policy during the year in our Annual Report and Accounts 
(see our Annual Report and Accounts for further information).

We offer an attractive package of benefits to all employees, including 
a contributory pension scheme, private health and dental care, generous 
maternity leave, adoption leave, sickness benefits (inclusive of critical 
illness), income protection, critical illness cover and death-in-service 
benefits. We provide fresh fruit deliveries to offices, breakfast 
cereals and tea and coffee and encourage a healthy work-life balance. 
A discretionary annual bonus is paid to all employees. The percentage 
of bonus paid out (in accordance with the maximum bonus opportunities 
for employees) is influenced by a range of Group strategic performance 
measures which includes achievement of the Group HSE targets. 
The performance measures are reported on page 16 of the 2019 
Annual Report and Accounts.

As our headcount is below 250 employees, we are not required to report 
gender pay gap information. However, we do monitor the issue as a 
matter of responsible business practice.

Implications of climate change
As an oil exploration and production company, we are conscious of the 
need to monitor the ways in which the energy transition might affect our 
business. The Board considers the potential impact of climate change in its 
oversight of the Company’s strategy. In the future, we intend to adapt our 
approach to assessing climate-related financial risks and working towards 
alignment with TCFD recommendations through the implementation 
of appropriate governance and risk-management processes.

We recognise that society is transitioning towards a low-carbon future, 
and we support this goal. Even in the most ambitious scenarios, this 
shift will be gradual, and will require significant energy and economic 
prosperity to be achieved. Oil will continue to play an important role 
in the global economy for decades to come, and new sources of oil 
supply are required for a sustainable energy transition. The International 
Energy Agency (IEA)’s World Energy Outlook 2019 indicates that oil 
demand will continue to grow until at least 2040, based on existing 
stated policies, including the UK’s net-zero target.

Economic performance, value generation 
and funding
Hurricane generates value through the hydrocarbon life cycle 
by de-risking the reserves and resources within its licences, 
and by producing and selling oil from its developed assets.

The Company has been funded through private and public equity 
and debt markets and is currently listed on the London Stock Exchange’s 
AIM Market. The Board is considering a future Premium Listing. Given 
that a relatively small part of the Company’s portfolio has been 
developed to date, revenue reflects only a small portion of the value 
generated by the business. Value realised from the discovery of its 
significant resource base and current ramping up of production 
will ultimately be reflected in the value of the Company’s shares. 
Shareholders would realise this value in the event of a sale of the 
Company or through potential future capital redistributions through 
dividends or buy-backs. In early 2020, the Company adopted a 
Capital Allocation Framework to govern its approach to financing, 
shareholder returns and future capital programmes. This is described 
in the 2019 Annual Report and Accounts on page 9. 

Net 2P + 2C* resources on Hurricane licences

2 billion
barrels of oil equivalent

* 2P – proven and probable reserves; 2C – best estimate of contingent resources.

Hurricane has the largest undeveloped resource base in the UK, 
a testament to the value generated in exploration and appraisal. 
In carrying out the activity to identify these resources, Hurricane 
has generated significant tax losses. This is to the advantage of 
capital providers, who will benefit from a delay in any substantial 
distributions to tax authorities as the Company’s taxable profits 
ramp up. The Company’s balance sheet includes costs that have 
been capitalised in building up this reserve and resource base under 
‘Oil and gas properties’ and ‘Intangible exploration and evaluation 
assets’. These amounts, which are tested for impairment as required 
by the relevant accounting standards, reflect some of the value 
derived by other groups of stakeholders from the Company’s 
operations. This includes capital and operating costs paid to 
contractors and distributed through the supply chain, staff salaries, 
and licence payments to regulators. These payments have wider 
indirect benefits in communities in which we operate.

Hurricane regularly carries out assessments of its business resilience 
which includes incorporating current macroeconomic conditions 
and considering sensitivities to key variables such as oil price. These 
assessments drive strategic decision making with reference to the 
Company’s capital allocation framework. The ongoing impact of the 
global COVID-19 pandemic on the oil price and its potential impact 
to operations has been factored into a review of the budget for the 
year ending December 2020 and onwards. Hurricane is satisfied that it 
has adequate resources to continue to operate and meet its liabilities 
as they fall due for the foreseeable future, taking into account 
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Implications of climate change continued
Hurricane has also considered the IEA’s accelerated Sustainable 
Development scenario, which is fully aligned with the Paris Agreement 
and limits temperature rise to 1.65°C with 50% probability. In this 
scenario, the IEA assumes an oil price of $49 per barrel by 2040, in 
order to encourage sufficient investment in new supply to satisfy 
demand at that time. Hurricane considers scenarios materially lower 
than this in its forward planning, and believes that its strategy 
is resilient to such an outcome.

Given this, the risk to Hurricane’s business model from the changing 
global energy mix is believed to be long term. We therefore maintain 
our strategy of monetising the significant reserves and resources within 
our portfolio through exploration, appraisal, development and production. 
In delivering Hurricane’s strategy, management aims to minimise capital 
and operating expenditures to ensure Hurricane’s assets remain at the 
competitive end of the global cost curve and are not subject to becoming 
stranded in depressed oil-price scenarios. As future phases of development 
of Hurricane’s assets progress, scenario analyses will be conducted 
during concept selection stages to ensure various climate change 
outcomes are incorporated. In order for operations to remain 
competitive from a cost perspective, carbon intensity will become 
increasingly relevant as the price of carbon credits rise. 

Increases in the price of carbon credits, and their impact on operating 
costs, are included in projections. In this report, Hurricane discloses 
its Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions. Given the stage of Hurricane’s portfolio 
in the field life cycle, it is not considered appropriate to set targets at 
this time, but the Company supports transparent emissions reporting 
to help drive improvements in the sector.

Business Resilience

In the short and medium term, other potential risks relating to climate 
change include changes in regulation and a rise in the cost of capital 
for companies involved in fossil fuel extraction. Hurricane’s approach 
in both areas positions the Company well to address these types of risks. 
We always act in full compliance with relevant regulation, aiming to 
go beyond minimum requirements where possible and to anticipate 
future changes. Active participation in the industry, through OGUK 
and BRINDEX, allows Hurricane to have a voice on potential new 
regulation. Concept selection scenarios for future phases of development 
of Hurricane’s assets will include reflecting changes to development 
plans to account for regulation that might be implemented as part 
of the response to climate change. This analysis will determine the 
potential impact of such costs, which currently cannot be quantified. 
Hurricane has a conservative capital structure and a variety of funding 
options available going forward.

Climate change is also expected to increase the frequency and intensity 
of severe weather. This represents a physical risk to Hurricane’s operations 
in the form of potential extended production interruptions if it becomes 
more difficult to conduct remedial operations. The existing Lancaster EPS 
development incorporated modelling of tail-risk storms only expected 
every 1,000 years. Future phases of development are expected to be 
held to at least this standard to ensure that health and safety and asset 
integrity are not compromised in the face of changing weather patterns, 
but this could require increased capital costs based on updated weather 
modelling. The costs of these actions have not yet been quantified 
but will be incorporated into future scenario analyses.

Governance
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Responsible Supply Chain Practices

Strong collaboration
Hurricane follows all regulatory requirements when selecting 
and working with contractors.

We also work with industry peers to buy in shared resources and 
services. For example, we collaborate with BP to share its oil-spill 
remediation facilities, and we engage Oil Spill Response Limited (OSRL) 
on a range of stand-by services, including aerial surveillance capabilities. 
OSRL is also a core participant in the Oil Spill Prevention and Response 
Advisory Group (OSPRAG) Capping Device, a rapid-deployment 
system designed to seal off subsea wells in an emergency.

Beyond suppliers and contractors, we collaborate with a wide range 
of industry associations and organisations, including OGUK – the 
leading representative body for the UK offshore oil and gas industry 
– and BRINDEX. We also support voluntary agreements such as:

 • OGUK’s Infrastructure Code of Practice (ICOP), a code that sets 
out good-practice principles and procedures for third-party access
to oil and gas infrastructure on the UKCS;

 • the Commercial Code of Practice (CCOP), an OGUK code 
of conduct that seeks to drive improvements in commercial 
behaviour and effective negotiations; and

 • the Master Deed, a part of the legal framework relating to asset 
transfers in the UKCS, facilitated by LOGIC (a non-profit subsidiary 
of OGUK focussed on the efficiency of cross-industry projects).

Encouraging innovation
We maintain close relationships with our Tier 1 contractors, including 
weekly meetings to discuss relevant topics. All our contractors are 
appointed for their knowledge, experience and innovation, qualities 
we highly respect. By taking an open, non-prescriptive approach, we 
empower our contractors to produce innovative solutions to issues 
when they arise.

Supporting local businesses
We believe in extending economic opportunities to businesses that 
are local to our operations wherever it is technically and economically 
feasible. Our Supply Chain Action Plan (SCAP) encourages the use of the 
supply chain in the northeast of Scotland, including the Shetland Islands.

Hurricane collaborates directly with over 150 contractors and 
vendors in the UK and continental Europe, sourcing equipment, 
materials and services to support its oil exploration and production 
activities. Development activities are undertaken utilising established 
relationships with Tier 1 contractors, through whom we engage indirectly 
with the wider supply chain. Sourcing responsibly is important for our 
business, and we aim to promote a sustainable supply chain that meets 
the expectations of ourselves and our stakeholders. Hurricane expects 
all its suppliers to meet the highest standards of safety, social and 
environmental performance, and has a strong commitment to the 
use of local labour and resources.

99%
of total procurement spend placed 
with local* suppliers

* Hurricane’s geographical definition of local is the United Kingdom.

Our procurement activities
Procurement at Hurricane is divided into three key categories:

 • Corporate – procurement of business-related services;

 • General and Administrative – procurement of goods and services 
to support our local and headquarter offices; and

 • Opex/Capex – procurement of goods and services to support 
offshore operations and development activities.

Hurricane’s supplier selection and management is governed by internal 
processes, and our contracting policy and processes are aligned with 
recognised industry standards and procurement principles.

21+1+21+16+14+27+z
21% Bluewater UK

1% Bluewater EUR

21% Petrofac

16% Technip FMC

14% Transocean

27% Other UK
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OUR MATERIAL TOPICS

 
Our material topics for the environment are:

Major accident preventions Level of materiality

How we prepare for and help prevent major accidents  
READ MORE ON PAGE 20

Very high

Greenhouse gas emissions Level of materiality

Our actions to control and reduce emissions across our operations  
READ MORE ON PAGE 21

Very high

Environmental resource management Level of materiality

Management of energy, waste and water across our operations  
READ MORE ON PAGE 22

Medium

Biodiversity Level of materiality

How we mitigate the impact of our activities on biodiversity, and support research into their effects 
READ MORE ON PAGE 23

Medium

Environment

 • We will involve our employees in maintaining the Environmental 
Management System, provide a clear feedback structure, establish 
appropriate operating practices and implement training programmes.

 • All our employees are trained and developed to carry out their 
duties safely, competently and with due care for the environment.

 • We will take opportunities to achieve continual improvement 
of the Environmental Management Systems to enhance 
environmental performance.

 • We will implement measures to protect the environment, 
including prevention of pollution, where reasonably practicable.

 • We will continually review all our business operations, in order to 
identify and minimise our environmental impacts.

 • We will identify steps to reduce disturbance to sensitive seabed 
communities and preserve biodiversity as far as possible.

 • We will set appropriate environmental objectives, monitor 
progress in achieving these, and report the results to the Board 
on a regular basis.

 • We will take environmental considerations into account in all 
our operations, ensure that our suppliers and contractors are 
aware of our policy, and encourage them to commit to good 
environmental practices.

Environmental Policy
Read more about our Environmental Policy on our website:  
hurricaneenergy.com/responsibility/policies-statements.

Hurricane recognises its responsibility to the environment and 
takes positive steps to address the environmental impacts associated 
with all its operations. We regard compliance with the relevant laws, 
regulations and other obligations as a minimum standard. We will 
consider the context of the Company and relevant interested parties 
to ensure our obligations and other management issues topics are 
identified comprehensively.

We apply risk-management processes as part of our Business 
Management Systems. This includes environmental risks. We apply a 
precautionary approach to the environment to mitigate any harm to 
nature or the environment from our activities. Protecting and conserving 
ecosystems in and around our operations is an essential part of our 
approach to carrying out our work. We have developed a clear 
Environmental Policy to guide our activities, and work with partners 
through projects such as the Scientific and Environmental ROV Partnership 
using Existing Industrial Technologies (SERPENT) to assess and minimise 
the impact on ecosystems and marine life.

Our environmental commitments
Hurricane has a series of environmental commitments, which are 
reviewed regularly and specifically prior to major operational activities. 
Progress towards fulfilling these commitments is monitored continually, 
and communicated to both the Board and employees.

 • All of our offshore operations under our permitry control shall 
be managed under our ISO 14001-certified Environmental 
Management System.

 • We will identify and conform to all compliance obligations 
relevant to our operations.

Our Approach to the Environment

Read more about our materiality matrix on page 11
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Corporate Major Accident Prevention Policy (CMAPP)
Hurricane has a Corporate Major Accident Prevention Policy (CMAPP). 
The Policy defines responsibility for controlling the risk of a major accident 
and resulting marine pollution incidents and for taking the necessary 
measures, so far as is reasonably practicable, to ensure such risks are 
being effectively controlled. Hurricane has appointed competent Tier 1 
contractors in the roles of well operator and installation operator, who 
have responsibility for ensuring major accident hazards are identified, 
assessed, controlled and managed to ensure risks from those hazards

continue to be controlled to as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) 
principles. This responsibility extends throughout the full life cycle of 
the asset, while the contractors are undertaking petroleum hydrocarbon 
activities for and on behalf of Hurricane. Hurricane also ensures its 
appointed Tier 1 contractors have unrestricted access to staffed onshore 
emergency response services for responding to offshore emergencies. 
Regular drills and exercises are undertaken to ensure full understanding 
and implementation of emergency response plans.

Major Accident Prevention and Preparation

SPILL RESPONSE

 
Emergency oil-spill response
While our focus is on preventing spills, should a spill occur, we have robust measures in place to ensure such an incident is dealt with 
swiftly and efficiently.

We are a member of OPOL, which provides insurance for clean-up costs, and OSRL, which gives us access to oil-spill modelling, aerial 
surveillance, aerial dispersant spraying, dispersant stockpile and a well-capping device as is required. We have signed up to the 
BP Shetland nearshore/onshore response service, which provides access to personnel, shoreline protection equipment and dispersant 
in Shetland.

We also have a contract with Petrofac Training Services who provide a fully manned Emergency Response Service Centre, 24/7, 365 days 
a year. All of our contractors have full access to this service at all times. This is detailed in Hurricane’s Emergency Response Plan. All our 
duty managers have oil-spill training.

Hurricane is the licensee for the fields where it operates but appoints competent Tier 1 contractors (e.g. Petrofac for well operations 
and Bluewater for FPSO and pipelines) who have the relevant experience to carry out petroleum hydrocarbon activities. In the event 
of an oil-spill, these contractors are designated as the competent installation or well operator, which gives them primacy for emergency 
response incident management. They would have prime responsibility for responding using the OSRL and BP services paid for by Hurricane, 
but we would be involved as necessary at each stage of the operation. Petrofac and Bluewater also maintain their own emergency plans 
for use in the event of a spillage or oil-pollution incident.

Emergency response exercises are used to assess contractors’ responses. Petrofac, as our appointed well operator, and Bluewater, 
as our appointed installation and pipeline operator, are required to demonstrate competency in responding to an oil-spill event to the 
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and its OPRED. In 2019, Bluewater undertook and passed a BEIS Secretary 
of State’s Representative (SOSREP) exercise, which demonstrated its competency to respond to a major oil spill. This was carried out to 
demonstrate that Bluewater met the requirements of the Offshore Installations (Emergency Pollution Control) Regulations 2002 and 
The Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution Preparedness Response and Co-operations Convention) Regulations 1998. Petrofac carried out 
and passed its SOSREP exercise in 2017. These exercises must be held every three years, so Petrofac will be required to carry out another 
exercise in 2020.

Environment

Zero
significant spills at our operations in 2019
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Total carbon dioxide emissions from the Aoka Mizu from fuel and 
flare (Scope 1) were 128,831 metric tonnes in 2019. This figure was 
externally assured by Lucideon for the purposes of compliance with 
the European Union Emission Trading System (EU ETS). A full calculation 
methodology is provided in the GRI Content Index Disclosure, page 40. 
This equates to 42.5kg/bbl, though as expected through the first 
six months of operations, production rates were significantly below 
Hurricane’s initial target plateau rate for the field. The Company does 
not, therefore, consider this figure to be representative. Power 
consumption on the vessel does not increase significantly with 
greater production rates, and emissions intensity is expected to 
become more meaningful following a full year of stable production. 
Furthermore, approximately 20% of these carbon emissions relate to 
combustion of diesel in the Aoka Mizu FPSO’s generators, while gas 
compression was being commissioned. Now that gas compression is 
operational, diesel combustion is expected to be minimal.

As Hurricane’s first production period, 2019 will be used as the base 
year for future reporting. Given the stage of Hurricane’s portfolio in 
the field life cycle, and in particular the fact that a full year of stable 
operations has not yet been reached, it is not considered appropriate 
to set targets at this time. However, the Company has aspirations to 
dramatically reduce emissions intensity by implementing gas exporting 
and fully utilising the oil-production capacity of the Aoka Mizu FPSO. 
We therefore expect improvements in emissions intensity in the 
future. We will assess all options available to minimise emissions 
intensity in future phases of development.

Other emissions
Hurricane monitors emissions of other gases from the operations within 
the boundary described above, but these are not currently reported.

Hurricane is committed to taking positive steps to address the potential 
environmental impact of its operations. This includes emissions of GHGs, 
with their associated impact on the climate. The Company supports 
transparent emissions reporting to help drive improvements in the 
sector. Opportunities exist for the industry to satisfy the oil demand 
of the broader economy with lower direct emissions in the extraction 
process, and Hurricane supports OGUK’s Roadmap 2035 initiative, 
which is driving momentum towards UK net-zero emissions by 2050.

Prior to first oil from the Lancaster EPS, Hurricane did not have 
significant recurring GHG emissions associated with its operations. 
Exploration and appraisal drilling activities are not constant or necessarily 
comparable year on year. Hurricane applies an operational control 
approach, and since a third-party contractor acts as operator for the 
wells drilled on Hurricane’s licences, it does not include emissions 
associated with these activities. Although Bluewater acts as installation 
operator for the Aoka Mizu FPSO, Hurricane has significant ability to 
influence these operations, and Hurricane holds the GHG permit for 
the Aoka Mizu under the Green House Gas Emissions Trading Scheme 
Regs 2012. Bluewater’s emissions from the vessel have therefore been 
included within Hurricane’s operational boundary for the purposes of 
emissions reporting. The carbon emissions related to Hurricane offices 
(Scope 2) are minimal and are therefore excluded.

The Lancaster EPS was designed as an initial, simple development to 
provide the data to enhance understanding of reservoir characteristics 
to inform planning of subsequent phases of development. Excess gas 
(gas not used as fuel gas) produced from initial production was planned 
to be flared until a gas export or disposal solution could be implemented. 
Post-sanction, during the development phase, Hurricane has plans to 
tie in to the nearby West of Shetland Pipeline System (WOSPS), which 
is now understood to have ullage available. Gas export will bring an 
end to routine flaring from the vessel, meaning emissions will be 
largely limited to combustion of gas and diesel for power generation. 128,831

tCO2 direct Scope 1 GHG emissions
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Hurricane’s offshore facilities are primarily operated by our Tier 1 
contractors; our land-based offices are serviced by a separate office 
management companies and are of low environmental impact. As a 
result, our direct influence over the management of environmental 
resources such as water and electricity, and of waste management, 
is extremely limited.

However, we are committed to the efficient and effective management 
of resources in as environmentally friendly a manner as possible. 

Water
At our FPSO, the Aoka Mizu, sea water is extracted and converted 
into potable water by removal of the salt content. Domestic water 
is discharged to sea from the Aoka Mizu.

Water is produced from the reservoir along with the hydrocarbons. 
This water contains oil and other constituents and is discharged to 
sea from the Aoka Mizu. The oil content of the discharged produced 
water is monitored regularly, and the average oil content and total 
mass of oil discharged is reported to the regulator BEIS on a monthly 
basis. Produced water is sampled twice a year and analysed for other 
constituents such as heavy metals and aromatics. This data is also 
reported to BEIS. An assessment of the impact of the produced water 
on the receiving environment is made at the point of application of the 
permits, reviewed by BEIS and their consultees and available for public 
consultation before the permit is approved.

A site-specific environmental assessment has been carried out using 
industry data and studies. Water-related impacts are addressed during 
the permitting process, and there are no significant water-related impacts 
from Hurricane’s offshore operations. There are no water-related goals 
and targets apart from the oil in water discharge limits set in the permits 
issued by BEIS.

Energy
Gases are sampled offshore and analysed onshore using an 
ISO 17025‑certified methodology. This analysis allows an emissions 
factor to be derived for each fuel type. The emissions factors are then 
used to convert fuel use into tonnes of CO2 emitted. The generation 
and application of the emissions factors are reviewed as part of the 
external EU ETS verification process.

The diesel emissions factor used is an industry standard emissions factor.

Elsewhere in the Company, we have policies and procedures in place, 
such as our Power Management Philosophy for the FPSO, to support high 
standards of resource management, and expect our Tier 1 contractors 
to do the same or to follow the standards we require. We attempt to 
source locally wherever possible and encourage this throughout our 
supply chain. We also make joint use of logistics with our Tier 1 
contractors to maximise the efficient use of resources.

Environment

63,744
Total Fuel Consumption 
in Tera-joules (TJ)

52,512
Metres cubed of 
water withdrawal 

38,365
Metres cubed of 
water discharge

Resource Management
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Biodiversity

Environmental impact assessments
Hurricane recognises its responsibility to the environment, and it 
takes positive steps to address the environmental impacts associated 
with all its operations. We regard compliance with the relevant laws, 
regulations and other obligations as a minimum standard.

We continually review all our business operations to identify and 
minimise environmental impacts and risks. Environmental impact 
assessments (EIAs) are regularly conducted, and mitigation measures 
put in place to protect the environment and prevent pollution where 
reasonably practicable.

All offshore operations under our permitry control are managed 
under our ISO 14001-certified Environmental Management System. 
We also continually review all of our business operations to identify 
and minimise our environmental impact.

Surveys in 2019
We carried out two seismic surveys in 2019 – a gas export pipeline 
route survey, and a rig site survey. Appropriate mitigation measures 
were used, including marine mammal observers on board following 
Joint Nature Conservation Committee guidelines to minimise the risk 
of injury to marine mammals, and a fisheries liaison representative 
to minimise the impact on fishing activity and survey operations. 
The rig site survey included operating in hours of darkness, so also 
included a passive acoustic monitoring operator to identify the 
presence of marine mammals through their vocalising.

We are required by law to carry out EIAs for our operations, and a 
summary of the EIAs was included in the permit applications for both 
seismic surveys. The conclusion in both cases was that, with mitigation 
measures in place, the impacts of the surveys were acceptable, and 
both applications were approved.

There is a growing global awareness of the threat to biodiversity 
and the need to protect habitats, ecosystems and individual species. 
This is something at the forefront of our thinking when carrying out 
our operations. All Hurricane’s activities, including exploration, 
development and oil production, are carried out in full compliance 
with regulations and so have a very limited impact on biodiversity. 
We aim to minimise disturbance to sensitive seabed ecosystems 
and limit any adverse effects of our operations to protect biological 
communities, including whales and dolphins, as much as possible. 
We also influence Tier 1 contractors and their activities and monitor 
their compliance to ensure they adhere fully and avoid any actions 
that could cause a high impact on biodiversity.

Assessing sea life
Hurricane seeks to support initiatives that aim to help protect marine 
ecosystems. We are a long-standing participant in a collaborative project 
called SERPENT. Based at the University of Southampton, SERPENT aims 
to enhance scientific observation in deep water, using the remotely 
operated vehicles on board drilling rigs during their standby time. 
The project helps to identify the animals living in poorly explored 
deep water and build an industry-wide understanding of the effects 
of drilling on seabed habitats.

CASE STUDY

 
Creating ecosystems on the seabed

Research carried out by universities and marine institutions 
in Canada and the UK as part of the SERPENT project has 
suggested that artificial structures – such as oil and gas 
seabed infrastructure – can become home to marine ecosystems. 
The researchers focussed on a small subsea structure used to 
cover wellheads in Hurricane’s Lancaster oil field to protect 
them from fishing trawlers. The structure was observed on 
the seabed using a remotely operated vehicle, and on land 
after its decommissioning and recovery.

The structure was in place for two years and four months. 
Results showed that, during that time, it supported a reasonably 
high biomass and diversity of invertebrates and fish.
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People and Society

OUR MATERIAL TOPICS

 
Our material topics for people and society include:

Occupational health and safety Level of materiality

Ensuring a safe work environment across our operations 
READ MORE ON PAGES 26 AND 27

Very high

Employment practices and diversity Level of materiality

How we encourage a diverse and inclusive workplace that empowers all employees to fulfil their potential 
READ MORE ON PAGE 28

High

Community relations Level of materiality

Our work to support and engage with the local communities where we work 
READ MORE ON PAGE 30

Low

Hurricane’s role in society
By virtue of the nature of our operations, our main societal influence 
is through our employment practices. We provide an inclusive workplace 
where people have opportunities to reach their potential, and where 
health and safety is our top priority.

Our commitments
We have made a number of commitments to our people and to society, 
in our People Policy as set out below: 

 • We will adhere to the values and policies of the Company.

 • We will treat all as equals regardless of age, disability, gender 
reassignment status, marriage or civil partnership status, pregnancy 
and maternity, race, religious or political belief, gender or sexual 
orientation (“protected characteristics” as per the Equality Act 2010) 
and ensure no-one will be disadvantaged by any conditions of 
employment that cannot be justified as necessary on operational 
grounds, and we will respect the diversity of the workforce.

Our Approach to  
People and Society

 • We will safeguard our business and the workplace by management 
of personal performance and development. This will be achieved 
by the provision of a Performance Management System, Competency 
Assurance System and complementary training plans.

 • We will ensure understanding and compliance with the regulatory 
framework within which we conduct our business.

 • We will seek to continually improve, and to apply key lessons 
to enable future success.

 • We will provide security and effective management of all personal 
data to comply with the relevant data-protection legislation.

 • We will ensure the performance of third-party service providers is 
aligned through contractor selection and management strategies.

Find out more about our approach to people management through 
our People Policy on our website: hurricaneenergy.com/responsibility/
policies-statements.

Read more about our materiality matrix on page 11
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People and Society

Occupational Health and Safety
The Hurricane Executive (Chief Executive Officer, Acting Chief Financial 
Officer and Chief Operations Officer) is responsible for formulating 
and recommending policies on Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) 
issues to the Board. The Group Health, Safety, Security, Environmental 
and Quality (HSSEQ) Manager ensures that an effective system of 
standards, policies, procedures and practices are in place to deliver 
on policy objectives.

Safety management and objectives
Health and safety risks are assessed and managed through our health 
and safety framework, based on a continual cycle of improvement. 
Work-related hazards are identified and risks assessed through our 
Risk and Opportunity Management Procedure, office-based risk 
assessments, COSHH risk assessments and fire risk assessments. 
Assessments are undertaken for new and existing offshore projects 
and from office health and safety and fire perspectives, covering 
employees and contractors working in Hurricane offices.

Risks are monitored through a hierarchy of control, in which safety 
performance is reviewed in accordance with our incident reporting 
procedure. Our risk assessment process and safety framework manual 
detail the hierarchy, and how this should be applied to control risk 
to as low as is reasonably practicable. Employees report hazards through 
our incident reporting procedure, which includes a reporting form and 
observation card. These reports and observations are then inputted 
into SYNERGI, our incident reporting database, which also registers 
Tier 1 contractor’s performance. We also ensure that Tier 1 contractor’s 
incidents are investigated and, where necessary, an appropriate 
corrective action is taken. The quality of all these processes is ensured 
through alignment with ISO 45001:2018.

Safety performance across the business is measured against a 
range of internal targets which are continually reviewed and revised. 
Hurricane’s Group HSSEQ Manager is responsible for monitoring 
progress and ensuring we seek continual improvement.

Each year the Hurricane Executive, with input from the Group HSSEQ 
Manager and Group Environmental Manager, identify a set of health 
and safety objectives for Board approval. Confirmed objectives and 
ongoing performance are communicated to all staff through town 
hall meetings, emails and monthly reports. Performance is also 
discussed at the annual management review.

As a responsible employer that prioritises the health and safety duties 
of our personnel, we take our duties very seriously, as set out in our 
integrated Health, Safety and Environmental Management Systems 
(HSEMS)1. We require all staff to take reasonable steps to ensure 
they do not place themselves or others at risk of harm. They are also 
expected to co-operate fully with Hurricane in complying with any 
hazard-identification and risk-management procedures that we may 
introduce to protect the safety and wellbeing of our staff and visitors. 
Staff are encouraged to report any HSE observations to our health 
and safety representatives or via our Incident Reporting Form.

Our HSEMS meets the requirements of ISO 14001:2015 and is aligned 
with ISO 45001:2018, the occupational health and safety standard. 
A formal management review of HSEMS, including an assessment 
of its performance, is undertaken at least annually (the 2019 review 
was completed in December 2019).

Our potentially significant HSE risks and environmental impacts 
are related to the offshore construction activities where we are 
the designated pipeline operator, survey activities, and production 
operations for which we have legal responsibility (FPSO, EU ETS, 
Flare and Vent consents). There are no offshore operations for which 
we have primary health and safety responsibility, as these are controlled 
and managed by our appointed competent Tier 1 contractors.

Leadership and our culture of safety
We believe leadership is fundamental to good safety performance. 
Hurricane encourages a workplace where:

 • we plan and prepare for the unexpected;

 • we work on a ‘lessons learned’ basis, investigating events where 
our safeguards may have failed; and

 • we will stop work rather than conduct activities that are in conflict 
with our policy and business standards.

Our focus is on making accountabilities and responsibilities clear so 
that everyone can contribute positively to the safety culture we are 
building at Hurricane.

INCIDENTS

Employees Contractors

Total recordable injury rate — 2.121

Lost time injury rate — —

1 Calculation methodology: (Fatalities + Lost Time Incidents + Restricted Work Cases + Medical Treatment Cases) per 1,000,000 man hours worked. 
2  Hurricane’s HSEMS meets the requirements of: Health & Safety at Work, etc. Act 1974 (including Application outside Great Britain) Order 2013; Working at Height Regulations 

2005 (as amended) Management of H&S at Work Regulations 1999; Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992; Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) 
Regulations 2002 (as amended); Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005; H&S (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992 (as amended 2002).
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Continual monitoring
When undertaking offshore operations, the monitoring and measurement 
of marine activities and of Hurricane’s appointed operators undertaking 
petroleum hydrocarbon activities, is carried out through a combination 
of daily morning calls and daily reports, regular monthly reports and 
ongoing review meetings. HSE performance is kept under constant 
review. Due to the low risk and low impact of our office-based activities, 
onshore HSE performance is reviewed as part of the annual 
management review. 

Following a strong health and safety record in the development 
and initial operations phase for the Lancaster EPS, and the 2019 
drilling programme, a key focus for the Company from a health and 
safety perspective is on prevention and mitigation of impacts from 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Processes have been put in place to minimise 
the risk of infected persons travelling offshore, including self-declaration 
prior to attending the heliport, and COVID-19 pre-screening checks on 
arrival at the heliport. Quarantine arrangements are in place offshore 
and services are available to manage repatriation onshore.

Whenever new health and safety risks and opportunities are identified, 
the necessary operational control procedures and risk-assessment 
procedures are reviewed. This ensures they continue to provide 
sufficient control so that risks are managed to ALARP principles to 
meet full legal compliance obligations. Hurricane and Bluewater also 
continue to review manning levels and supply chains. As a consequence, 
the minimum manning levels required to sustain production, whilst 
safely deferring non-essential activities and avoiding unnecessary travel, 
have been implemented on the Aoka Mizu FPSO. Changes to shift 
patterns to provide the necessary resilience have also been incorporated.

All accidents and incidents are recorded and assigned a severity 
level. This data is fed into monthly project and Board reports. All HSE 
non-conformances, incidents, audits and improvement suggestions 
are managed through our SYNERGI incident-management and 
audit-management tool. SYNERGI records all cases and any resulting 
actions and provides comprehensive reporting.

We integrated our Health and Safety Management System and our 
Environmental Management System (EMS) in 2019. Prior to integration, 
our EMS received ISO 14001 certification, and we are now seeking to 
achieve ISO 45001 certification for the integrated system in 2020. 
National Quality Assurance (NQA) is our certifying body.

Health and safety is regularly monitored throughout our operations. 
Daily meetings during drilling operations, along with regular daily calls 
to our major contractors and monthly review meetings, ensure effective 
management and governance of our systems. We also receive reports 
on all minor incidents and have the right under our relevant operating 
agreements to step in and participate in incident investigations.

Training
It is essential that all our employees receive training appropriate to 
their roles and duties. HSE training, competency and awareness needs 
are identified according to an employee’s role, in line with best practice 
and our internal standards.

All employees and contractors working in our offices receive core HSE 
training on joining the Company and annually thereafter. Competency 
assessments are carried out except for low-risk, office-based activities, 
for which we do not deem an assessment to be required. All training 
and competency are recorded in our personnel database, and records 
and expiry of training is managed by the Group HSE Technical Assistant 
and Training Co-ordinator.

Emergency response
Our Emergency Response Plan forms part of our integrated Health, 
Safety and Environmental Management System (HSEMS). The plan 
covers any emergency response occurring as a result of contractors 
and their sub-contractors undertaking activities on our behalf, as well 
as any UK-based and overseas activities, whether onshore or offshore, 
associated with our projects and operations.

Hurricane’s Duty Manager and Corporate Response Team participate 
in incident drills and exercises to ensure our continued readiness to 
respond to an emergency incident associated with our operations. 
We monitor and review emergency response arrangements, including 
exercises, on a regular basis to ensure our emergency response 
preparedness continues to be effective.

Our Incident Management Team (IMT) is available at all times through 
a continuous rota cycle and can respond to an incident within one hour 
of being notified. All IMT members have experience of mobilising and 
responding to incidents and receive continual training.

Read more about our emergency response procedures and our CMAPP 
on page 20.

Oversight and accountability framework
It is the responsibility of the Company’s Group HSSEQ Manager and 
Group Environmental Manager to identify, evaluate and document 
HSE legislation and other compliance obligations where Hurricane 
has legal responsibility. Our Register of HSE Legislation summarises 
all legal obligations that apply to the HSE aspects and risks associated 
with our petroleum activities identified within the HSEMS. 
These include approved codes of practice and guidance issued 
by government regulators.

Safety Workers’ Group
In 2019, we launched a new Safety Workers’ Group, with volunteer 
representatives from across our workforce. The aim of the group is to 
involve people more actively in health and safety topics, and further 
embed our health and safety culture throughout the Company. The group 
meets twice a year, with senior management excluded to allow unrestricted 
open dialogue. Outcomes of discussions are presented to the Group 
HSSEQ Manager for review. Prior to each meeting, all employees have 
an opportunity to put forward suggestions for discussion. Employees 
can also approach their line manager or senior management at any 
time with safety-related suggestions, questions or concerns.

Read our Health and Safety Policy on our website:  
hurricaneenergy.com/responsibility/policies-statements.
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Training and education
Learning and development form an important part of our culture. 
Mandatory online training is provided in key areas, such as safety, 
through the Skillcast system, to which all employees and contractors 
have access. Most courses include tests that must be passed. If an 
employee repeatedly fails a test, then they will receive one-to-one 
support to identify and remedy knowledge gaps.

All employees involved in offshore activities receive appropriate 
safety training, and duty managers are trained in emergency response 
procedures to ensure they can act swiftly and appropriately in the 
event of an incident occurring.

In 2019, all employees received training in equality and diversity. 
We also rolled out our Modern Slavery Policy across the Company 
(see below), which involved a mandatory e-training course.

We support employees’ growth and professional development 
and pay the fees for employees wishing to join appropriate 
professional bodies.

Our people are the heart of Hurricane. We aim to employ and engage 
people who fit our business requirements and have the skills, experience 
and attitude necessary to fulfil the responsibilities associated with their 
position. We also look for a capacity to grow as individuals and place a 
high degree of importance on all employees being prepared to embody 
the values that underpin our business.

We aim to create an inclusive culture where employees of any background 
can be themselves and perform at their best, and it is our policy to ensure 
there is no discrimination in employment.

Learning and self-development are encouraged at Hurricane. 
We invest in our people’s progression so that together we can build 
a strong and effective business able to deliver for our stakeholders. 
We want Hurricane to be a rewarding place to work where employees 
feel included and supported. That is why we prioritise employee 
engagement, providing both formal and informal opportunities for 
people to share their views with senior management. The employees 
also have a designated non-executive director to facilitate input to 
the Board.

Find out more about our approach to people management through 
our People Policy on our website: hurricaneenergy.com/responsibility/
policies-statements.

52
employees (30 male, 22 female)

Policies, procedures and practices
We have grown significantly, and our workforce has more than 
doubled in the last two years. This has required us to adapt as a business, 
and while we do not currently have a dedicated human resources 
department, we do have robust employment policies and procedures 
in place. We have a comprehensive employee handbook, to which all 
employees have access to, which details our policies and procedures.

Diversity and inclusion
We aim to create an inclusive culture in which employees of any 
background can be themselves and fulfil their potential. It is our policy 
to ensure there is no discrimination in employment, including in relation 
to gender, race, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, religious 
belief, health, safety and welfare.

We are very proud of the fact that 42% of our workforce is female and 
that 25% of our Board is female. Our Board and Nominations Committee 
support the principles of diversity in the widest sense and, in particular, 
gender diversity in relation to the aspirations set out in the Davies Report 
and the Hampton-Alexander Review regarding Women on Boards.

Our People

BOARD TRAINING
 
For key policies, all Board members undergo relevant training 
at least once and are required to undertake regular follow-up 
training to maintain current knowledge. Board members undergo 
specific training and receive updates on corporate governance 
issues, such as recommendations of the Financial Reporting 
Council, compliance with the Governance Code, ESG regulation, 
reporting and frameworks. If requested, non-executive 
directors receive training specific to their roles.

17.5
Average number of training hours 
per year per employee

People and Society

75+25+H Board gender

 Male: 75%
 Female: 25%

58+42+H Staff gender

 Male: 58%
 Female: 42%

77+23+H Staff age

 <=50: 77%
 >50: 23%

• As at 31 December 2019.
•  Board diversity excludes 

Shareholder Nominee Director.
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CASE STUDY

 
Developing talent: Lydia Proctor
I joined Hurricane as an office administrator and trainee in 2018. 
However, I’ve had such a great exposure to different activities 
within Hurricane that I’ve been able to progress much faster than 
I’d expected or hoped for.

Because of Hurricane’s flexibility and approach, I have been 
able to gain experience across different areas of the business, 
including office administration, front of house, document control 
and now project controls. I don’t think I would have gained this 
breadth of experience at other companies, where my training could 
have been much narrower and specialised. This approach has been 
supported by a real commitment to my training. Having completed 
courses in risk management and an introduction to project control, 
I qualified in risk management in late 2019. I’ve now signed up 
to complete a Level 3 Diploma training course, which requires 
a further 18 months of study. 

Hurricane has shown real dedication to helping me fulfil the full 
breadth of my role, even moving work around to ensure I get 
exposed to different types of work. I really feel they are making 
a long-term investment in me. I also welcome the way that I have 
been involved in discussions right from the start. Hurricane takes 
the view that if someone is aware of the business objectives, they 
will be able to use their initiative to help fulfil them. As a result, 
I’ve found myself being exposed to the ‘whys’ as well as the 
‘whats’. That’s definitely helped my growth and helped me feel 
like part of the team right from the start. 

I also have a mentor, who shares their experience and offers me 
helpful advice and guidance. I’m now going to have an external 
mentor for the next three months, to help me look at the best 
areas on which to focus in the future. I really feel that gaining 
this amount of experience would have taken a lot longer at many 
other companies, and it’s really got my career off to a strong start. 
And with Hurricane itself growing, I’m confident I’ll be able to 
grow in the coming years too!

Lydia Proctor
Trainee Project Controls Engineer

Whistleblowing policy
We aim to encourage openness and will support colleagues who 
raise genuine concerns under this policy, even if they turn out to 
be mistaken. Concerns can be raised through an employee’s line 
manager, the Compliance Manager, the General Counsel or through 
a dedicated independent whistleblowing service, SeeHearSpeakUp. 
Whistleblowers must not suffer any detrimental treatment as a result 
of raising a genuine concern.

Modern slavery statement
Modern slavery is a very low risk for Hurricane, due to our size and the 
nature of our operations and direct suppliers. However, we are committed 
to implementing and enforcing effective systems and controls to ensure 
modern slavery does not take place anywhere in our own business or 
in any of our supply chains. We expect the same high standards from 
all of our contractors, suppliers and other business partners. As part 
of our contracting processes, we expect our suppliers to comply with 
the Modern Slavery Act 2015.

Our Modern Slavery Policy was rolled out in 2019 and included online 
training. This has been completed by all directors, employees and relevant 
third-party individuals. The Policy will be reviewed on an annual basis 
going forward.
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Community Relations
Maintaining good links to the local community, particularly close 
to our offshore operations, is an important part of our approach. 
Naturally, there is concern over protection of fishing around the 
Shetland Islands, as it is a major employer in the region. 

We take a proactive approach to maintaining links with the Shetland 
Islands community. We meet regularly with the Shetland Islands Council 
as well as with harbour authorities, local businesses and the lifeboat 
service, keeping them appraised of our activities in the area. We also 
engage closely with Scottish Fisheries, especially to discuss potential 
threats to resources and the livelihoods of fishermen. The feedback 
we receive indicates interest and a keenness to be involved in Hurricane’s 
future plan for the benefit of the local community. 

Our Chief Executive Officer aims to visit the Shetlands on a regular 
basis. Previous visits have included activities such as visiting a local 
primary school, where he gave a presentation to the children on the 
environment and the protection of aquatic life. This was followed by 
an interactive question-and-answer session, focusing on how Hurricane 
would manage environmental aspects of our work.

We are currently exploring further opportunities for ways to 
contribute positively to community life in the Shetlands and 
will report on these in the future.

We also work with the academic community, submitting papers and 
making presentations on the issues around oil extraction from fractured 
basement. This adds to both academic and industry knowledge of the 
issues, challenges and possible solutions.

CASE STUDY

 
Supporting local economies
To raise awareness of business opportunities in the Shetland 
Islands, we worked with Highlands and Islands Enterprise 
and NOF Energy to enable our Tier 1 contractors to meet 
local businesses. This included visits to various organisations, 
as well as a working dinner. Businesses and social enterprises 
throughout the Shetland Islands are ambitious for the 
growth of the Shetland economy, and an entrepreneurial 
spirit was evident throughout the event. Hurricane will also 
remain involved in any subsequent bids for contracts from 
local businesses.

People and Society
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GRI Index
Introduction
Our report has been prepared in line with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Reporting Standards.

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-1 Name of the organisation Hurricane Energy plc.

102-2 Activities, brands, products, 
and services

ESG Report > Introduction > Our Business. page 3

102-3 Location of headquarters ESG Report > Back cover

102-4 Location of operations ESG Report > Introduction > Our Business. page 3

102-5 Ownership and legal form Annual Report > Directors Report. page 77

102-6 Markets served ESG Report > Introduction > Our Business. page 3

102-7 Scale of the organisation ESG Report > Our People. page 28

Annual Report > Highlights. page 1

102-8 Information on employees 
and other workers

ESG Report > Data appendix > People data. page 49 

ESG Report > Responsible supply chain practices. page 17

ESG Report > Policies, procedures and practices. page 28

Note: 

 • Data has been compiled using personnel database. 

 • No assumptions were made.

102-9 Supply chain ESG Report > Our business > Our operating model. page 4

ESG Report > Our business > Responsible supply chain practices. page 17

102-10 Significant changes 
to the organisation 
and its supply chain

ESG Report > Introduction > Letter from the CEO. page 2

102-11 Precautionary principle 
or approach

ESG Report > Environment > Our approach to the environment. page 19

102-12 External initiatives ESG Report > About this report > External initiatives. page 1

102-13 Membership of associations ESG Report> Our business > Membership of associations. page 5

STRATEGY

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-14 Statement from senior  
decision-maker

ESG Report > Introduction > Letter from the CEO. page 2

102-15 Key impacts, risks 
and opportunities

Annual Report > Strategic Report > Principal Risks and 
Uncertainties. pages 18 – 23

GRI Index
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-16 Values, principles, standards 
and norms of behaviour

Hurricane’s comprehensive Business Management System 
is supported by six core policies; please see more details here. 
For more details, please see ESG Report > Our approach to working 
responsibly > Our values. page 6

102-17 Mechanisms for advice 
and concerns about ethics

Ethics Policy

ESG Report > Our People > Whistleblowing policy. page 29

GOVERNANCE

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-18 Governance structure ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics | Our committees. page 7

102-19 Delegating authority ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics | Our committees. page 7

102-20 Executive-level responsibility 
for economic, environmental 
and social topics

At Hurricane, the executive-level position responsible for the 
Company’s ESG topics is the General Counsel, who reports to 
the executive directors and also directly to Hurricane’s Board.

102-21 Consulting stakeholders 
on economic, environmental 
and social topics

Annual Report > Strategic Report > Key Stakeholder Groups. page 11 

ESG Report > Working with our stakeholders > How we engage. 
page 8

102-22 Composition of the 
highest governance body 
and its committees

Annual Report > Board of Directors. pages 34 – 35

Annual Report > Governance Report. pages 40 – 41

102-23 Chair of the highest 
governance body

Annual Report > Governance Report. page 40

102-24 Nominating and selecting the 
highest governance body

Annual Report > Nominations Committee Chair’s Report. pages 51 – 53

102-25 Conflicts of interest Annual Report > Governance Report. pages 43 – 44

102-26 Role of highest governance 
body in setting purpose, 
values and strategy

Annual Report > Governance Report. page 39

102-27 Collective knowledge of highest 
governance body

ESG Report > Introduction > Governance. pages 6 – 7

ESG Report > Our people > Training and education. page 28

102-28 Evaluating the highest governance 
body’s performance

Annual Report > Governance Report. page 43

KEY TO REFERENCES

Direct response Annual Report reference ESG Report reference
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GRI Index continued

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

GOVERNANCE CONTINUED

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-29 Identifying and managing 
economic, environmental 
and social impacts

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics > Our committees. page 7

102-30 Effectiveness of risk 
management processes

Annual Report > Strategic Report > Principal Risks and Uncertainties 
> How we Manage Risk. page 39

102-31 Review of economic, 
environmental and social topics

ESG Report > Our approach to working responsibly > 
Board structure and oversight of sustainability topics. page 6

102-32 Highest governance body’s role 
in sustainability reporting

ESG Report > About this report. page 1

102-33 Communicating critical concerns ESG Report > Our People > Whistleblowing policy. page 29

102-35 Remuneration policies Annual Report > Directors’ Remuneration Report. pages 68 – 72

102-36 Process for 
determining remuneration

Annual Report > Directors’ Remuneration Report. pages 54 – 57

102-37 Stakeholders’ involvement 
in remuneration

Annual Report > Directors’ Remuneration Report. pages 56 – 57

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-40 List of stakeholder groups ESG Report > Working with our stakeholders. page 8

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements No Hurricane employees are covered by collective 
bargaining agreements.

102-42 Identifying and 
selecting stakeholders

ESG Report > Working with our stakeholders. page 8

102-43 Approach to 
stakeholder engagement

ESG Report > Working with our stakeholders > How we engage. 
page 8

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

REPORTING PRACTICE

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-45 Entities included in the 
consolidated financial statements

There are no entities included in the Company’s consolidated 
financial statements that are not covered by the ESG Report. 

Annual Report > Notes to the Company Financial Statements > 
Investments in Subsidiaries. page 122

102-46 Defining report content 
and topic boundaries

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

102-47 List of material topics ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

102-48 Restatements of information This is Hurricane Energy’s first ESG Report and, as such, restatements 
of information given in previous reports are not applicable.

102-49 Changes in reporting This is Hurricane Energy’s first ESG Report and there are, therefore, 
no changes from previous reporting periods in the list of material 
topics or boundaries. 

102-50 Reporting period ESG Report > About this report. page 1
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

REPORTING PRACTICE CONTINUED

GRI 102:  
GENERAL STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES 2016

102-51 Date of most recent report The Annual Report and Group Financial Statements 2018, which 
also briefly covered sustainability performance, was published 
in March 2019. This is Hurricane Energy’s first standalone 
sustainability/ESG Report.

102-52 Reporting cycle Hurricane Energy reports annually.

102-53 Contact point for questions 
regarding the report

ESG Report > Back cover

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance 
with the GRI Standards

This report has been prepared in accordance with the 
GRI Standards: Core option.

102-55 GRI content index ESG Report > GRI index. pages 32 – 47

102-56 External assurance Hurricane Energy did not seek external assurance for this ESG report. 
Some of the data has been externally assured and the Annual Report 
has been verified by Deloitte. We will consider if it is necessary to 
extend assurance to the ESG Report in future reporting years. 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

Annual Report > Directors’ Remuneration Report. pages 60 – 61

ESG Report > Our approach to governance. page 13

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

Annual Report > Directors’ Remuneration Report. pages 60 – 61

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 201:  
ECONOMIC 
PERFORMANCE 2016

201-1 Direct economic value generated 
and distributed

Direct economic value generated in 2019 was $170 million. 
Given that a relatively small part of the Company’s portfolio has 
been developed to date, revenue reflects only a small portion of 
the value generated by the business.

ESG Report > Business resilience > Economic performance, value 
generation and funding. page 15

Annual Report > Group Statement of Comprehensive Income. page 88
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GRI Index continued

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE CONTINUED

GRI 201:  
ECONOMIC 
PERFORMANCE 2016

201-2 Financial implications and other 
risks and opportunities due to 
climate change

ESG Report > Risk management. page 8

ESG Report > Business resilience > Implications of climate change. 
page 15

201-4 Financial assistance received 
from government

 In 2018, the Group made a claim under the SME Research & 
Development tax relief scheme in respect of the 2016 and 2017 
financial years; $6.2 million was received in April 2019.

Annual Report > Notes to the financial statements > Significant 
accounting policies > Tax. page 115

ESG Report > Business resilience > Economic performance, value 
generation and funding. page 15

Note: 

 • The disclosed information covers the UK only and there is no 
government presence in the shareholder structure.

MARKET PRESENCE

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to governance. page 13

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 202:  
MARKET  
PRESENCE 2016

202-1 Ratios of standard entry level wage 
by gender compared to local 
minimum wage

All entry wages are above the minimum wage.

Significant locations of operations are defined by Hurricane as the 
United Kingdom.

202-2 Proportion of senior management 
hired from the local community

100% of senior management at significant locations of operation 
are hired from the local community.

Notes:

 • Senior management defined as all functional heads below 
executive directors.

 • Local is defined as the United Kingdom.

 • Significant locations of operation are defined by Hurricane 
as United Kingdom.
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to governance. page 13

ESG Report > Working with our stakeholders > How we engage. 
page 8

ESG Report > Community relations. page 30

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 203: 
INDIRECT ECONOMIC 
IMPACTS 2016

203-2 Significant indirect 
economic impacts

For examples of significant identified indirect economic impacts 
of the organisation, please see ESG Report > Business resilience > 
Economic performance, value generation and funding. page 15

Note: 

 • The context of external benchmarks and stakeholder priorities 
is not relevant to Hurricane’s business.

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to governance. page 13

ESG Report > Responsible supply chain practices. page 17

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 204: 
PROCUREMENT 
PRACTICES 2016

204-1 Proportion of spending 
on local suppliers

ESG Report > Governance > Responsible supply chain practices. 
page 17

Notes: 

 • Hurricane’s geographical definition of local is the 
United Kingdom.

 • Significant locations of operation are all UK offices 
and operations. 
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GRI Index continued

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

ANTI-CORRUPTION

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to governance. page 13

ESG Report > Business ethics, transparency and regulatory 
compliance > Anti-bribery and corruption (ABC). page 14

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 205:  
ANTI-CORRUPTION 
2016

205-1 Operations assessed for risks 
related to corruption

ESG Report > Data appendix > Governance data. page 48

205-2 Communication and training 
about anti-corruption policies 
and procedures

ESG Report > Data appendix > Governance data. page 48

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption 
and actions taken

Hurricane Energy has encountered no incidents of corruption 
or respective employee dismissals, disciplining, termination 
of partner contracts or public legal cases related to corruption.

ENVIRONMENTAL

ENERGY

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix >  
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

Environmental Policy 

For more details, please see ESG Report > Our approach to the 
environment. page 19 and ESG Report > Resources management. 
page 22

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 302:  
ENERGY 2016

302-1 Energy consumption within 
the organisation

ESG Report > Data appendix > Environment data. page 48 and ESG 
Report > Environment > Resource management > Energy. page 22

Fuel types used are diesel and produced gas, no renewable sources 
of energy used.

No energy sold.

The Aoka Mizu is covered by the EU Emissions Trading Scheme 
(EU ETS) and Hurricane is the holder of the greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions permit. These emissions figures are externally verified.

302-3 Energy intensity Energy intensity data is not available for 2019, but this will be 
monitored and reported for future reporting periods.
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

ENVIRONMENTAL continued

WATER AND EFFLUENTS

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > 
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

Environmental Policy

ESG Report > Our approach to the environment. page 19

ESG Report > Resources management. page 22

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 303:  
WATER AND 
EFFLUENTS 2018

303-1 Interactions with water 
as a shared resource

ESG Report > Environment > Resource management > Water. page 22

GRI 303: WATER AND 
EFFLUENTS 2018

303-2 Management of water  
discharge-related impacts

Oil in water discharge concentrations for all oily discharges are set 
by BEIS. 

Notes:

 • Local discharge requirements are in place.

 • There are no internally developed water quality standards 
or guidelines.

 • Standards are determined by BEIS.

 • Profile of the receiving waterbody was considered as part 
of the environmental impact assessment carried out during 
the permitting process.

303-3 Water withdrawal ESG Report > Data appendix > Environmental data. page 48

No surface, ground water or third-party water withdrawn. 
Seawater and produced water withdrawn at the Aoka Mizu. 
Dissolved solids data is not available.

303-4 Water discharge ESG Report > Data appendix > Environmental data. page 48

Notes: 

 •  Discharge limits for oil are set by BEIS.

 • There were two instances of non-compliance with the 
discharge limits on the Aoka Mizu in 2019. In total it was very 
small quantities of oil discharged in each instance.

 • The oil in water content of any oily discharge is determined 
offshore using the BEIS Methodology for the sampling and analysis 
of produced water and other hydrocarbon discharges.
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GRI Index continued

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

ENVIRONMENTAL continued

BIODIVERSITY

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > 
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

Environmental Policy

ESG Report > Our approach to the environment. page 19

ESG Report > Biodiversity. page 23

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 304: 
BIODIVERSITY 2016

304-1 Operational sites owned, 
leased, managed in, or adjacent 
to, protected areas and areas 
of high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas

Hurricane does not own, lease, or manage sites in or adjacent 
to protected areas or defined areas of high biodiversity.

EMISSIONS

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix >Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

Environmental Policy

ESG Report > Our approach to the environment. page 19

ESG Report > Greenhouse gas emissions. page 21

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 305:  
EMISSIONS 2016

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions ESG Report > Data appendix > Environmental data. page 48

Tonnes of CO2 is reported, only CO2 is included in the calculation, 
we will look at reporting data on other gases in 2020.

No biogenic CO2 emissions were recorded.

2019 is the first year of operations so is the base year.

Emissions are reported in tonnes CO2 (GWP=1).

Consolidation approach is operational control.

Office emissions have not been included but these are estimated 
to be less than 1,000 tonnes CO2. Hurricane plans to disclose an 
accurate figure for these emissions in 2020.
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

ENVIRONMENTAL continued

EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > 
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to the environment. page 19

ESG Report > Resources management. page 22

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 306:  
EFFLUENTS AND 
WASTE 2016

306-2 Waste by type and 
disposal method

ESG Report > Data appendix > Environmental data. page 48

306-3 Significant spills There have been no significant spills during the reporting period. 
For more details, please see ESG Report > Data appendix > 
Environmental data. page 48

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > 
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to the environment. page 19

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 307: 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE 2016

307-1 Non-compliance with 
environmental laws 
and regulations

Hurricane has received no fines or sanctions for  
non-compliance with environmental laws.

SUPPLIER ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > 
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to the environment. page 19

ESG Report > Responsible procurement practices. page 17

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 308:  
SUPPLIER 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT 2016

308-1 New suppliers that were screened 
using environmental criteria

Suppliers and contractors, relevant third parties and other 
companies are made aware of our policies, standards and 
commitment to good practices. New suppliers are not 
currently screened specifically using environmental criteria.
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GRI Index continued

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

SOCIAL

EMPLOYMENT

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > 
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to the environment. page 19

ESG Report > Employment practices and diversity. page 28

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 401: 
EMPLOYMENT 2016

401-1 New employee hires 
and employee turnover

ESG Report > Data appendix > People and society data. page 49

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix >  
Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

Health and Safety Policy

ESG Report > Our approach to people and society. page 25

ESG Report > Occupational health and safety. page 26

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 403: 
OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND 
SAFETY 2017

403-1 Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System

 ESG Report > Occupational health and safety. page 26

Note: 

 • Hurricane’s Management System covers the areas which the 
Company has legal responsibility from a H&S perspective – 
this includes the offices in Aberdeen and Eashing and 
competent Tier 1 contractors who undertake petroleum 
hydrocarbon activities offshore on Hurricane’s behalf and who 
have legal responsibility for H&S offshore. 

GRI 403: 
OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND 
SAFETY 2017

403-2 Hazard identification, risk 
assessment, and incident 
investigation

ESG Report > Occupational health and safety. page 26
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

SOCIAL continued

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY CONTINUED

GRI 403: 
OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND 
SAFETY 2017

403-3 Occupational health services ESG Report > Occupational health and safety. page 26

403-4 Worker participation, consultation 
and communication on occupational 
health and safety

Hurricane has established a Safety Worker Group (SWG) to enable 
personnel working in Hurricane offices be consulted and to participate 
in the organisation’s H&S Management System. Hurricane has a 
communications procedure which details the purpose of the 
SWG and encourages suggestions and improvements to the 
H&S Management System. The procedure sets out the agenda 
for the SWG meetings.

Note: 

 • Hurricane does not operate a formal joint management/worker 
safety committee.

403-5 Worker training on occupational 
health and safety

ESG Report > Occupational health and safety. page 26

403-6 Promotion of worker health Hurricane has introduced critical illness insurance cover for 
all its employees. The Company promotes the welfare of its 
employees and provides time off for personnel to recover and 
recuperate from illness. We have also introduced initiatives such 
as fresh fruit deliveries to the offices, breakfast cereals and tea and 
coffee and access to provisions for rest and kitchen areas in our 
offices. We encourage and promote a healthy work-life balance.

403-7 Prevention and mitigation 
of occupational health and 
safety impacts directly linked 
by business relationships

ESG Report > Occupational health and safety. page 26

Note: 

 • Hurricane does not provide any products or services as its 
sole purpose is to produce petroleum hydrocarbons safely 
from its fractured basement reservoirs. We assure this is being 
achieved by monitoring and reviewing our Tier 1 contractor 
HSE performance.
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GRI Index continued

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

SOCIAL continued

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY CONTINUED

GRI 403: 
OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND 
SAFETY 2017

403-8 Workers covered by 
an occupational Health and 
Safety Management System

ESG Report > Data tables > People and society data. page 49

Notes:

 • No contractor personnel working at Hurricane controlled sites 
(e.g. Aberdeen and Eashing office locations) are excluded from 
the requirements of the H&S Management System. 

 • Hurricane’s H&S Management System including policies, 
standards, framework manuals, framework procedures, and 
documented information is maintained in a document 
management system with key supporting processes. Hurricane 
staff and contractors have been given appropriate permissions 
to access, use and participate in the Health and Safety 
Management System to meet Hurricane’s targets and objectives.

403-9 Work-related injuries ESG Report > Data tables > People and society data. page 49

Notes:

 • The main types of work-related injury are slips, trips and falls.

 • Office-based higher risk hazards identified in our office risk 
assessment include office fire and electrocution hazards. Such 
hazards are determined through hazard identification and risk 
assessment (HIRA) and, while they have potentially severe 
consequences, our risk control measures have reduced such risks 
to ALARP (none of the identified high-risk hazards have resulted 
in injury to personnel).

 • Hurricane’s work-related hazards are detailed in the Office Risk 
Assessment and Fire Risk Assessment documents for both the 
Eashing and Aberdeen offices.

 •  All risk assessments are kept under review to ensure the ongoing 
adequacy of the risk control measures following the principles 
of the hierarchy of risk control.

 • Hurricane has nothing specific to report regarding actions taken 
to eliminate/minimise risks through the hierarchy of controls.

 • Rates have been calculated based on 1,000,000 hours worked.

 • No workers have been excluded from this disclosure (all 
Hurricane appointed Tier 1 contractors are covered by their 
own respective health and safety management system).

 • Hurricane follows UKCS industry standard reporting requirements.
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

SOCIAL continued

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY CONTINUED

GRI 403: 
OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND 
SAFETY 2017

403-10 Work-related ill health ESG Report > Data tables > People and society data. page 49

Notes: 

 • The main work-related hazards that pose a risk of ill health at 
Hurricane include inhalation/ingestion of substances hazardous 
to health (e.g. dishwater tablets, washing-up liquid, inhalation 
of toner dust). Such hazards are determined through hazard 
identification and risk assessment (HIRA) processes to ensure 
such risks are reduced to ALARP.

 •  None of the identified hazards have resulted in injury 
to personnel.

 • All risk assessments are kept under review to ensure the ongoing 
adequacy of the risk control measures following the principles 
of the hierarchy of risk control.

 • No workers or contractors have been excluded from 
this disclosure.

 • Hurricane follows UKCS industry standard reporting requirements.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

People Policy

ESG Report > Our approach to people and society. page 25

ESG Report > Our people. page 28

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 404: 
TRAINING AND 
EDUCATION 2016

404-1 Average hours of training 
per year per employee

ESG Report > Data appendix > People and society data. page 49

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

People Policy

ESG Report > Our approach to managing people 
and society issues. page 25

ESG Report > Employment practices and diversity. page 28

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 405:  
DIVERSITY  
AND EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITY 2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies 
and employees

ESG Report > Data appendix > People and society data. page 49
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GRI Index continued

GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

SOCIAL continued

NON-DISCRIMINATION

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to people and society. page 25

ESG Report > Employment practices and diversity. page 28

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 406:  
NON-DISCRIMINATION 
2016

406-1 Incidents of discrimination 
and corrective actions taken

There have been no incidents of discrimination during the 
reporting period. 

HUMAN RIGHTS ASSESSMENT

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

We are committed to acting ethically and with integrity in all 
our business dealings and relationships. We implement and enforce 
effective systems and controls to ensure modern slavery is not 
taking place anywhere in our own business or in any of our supply 
chains, consistent with our obligations under the Modern Slavery 
Act 2015. We expect the same high standards from all of our 
contractors, suppliers and other business partners. As part of our 
contracting processes, we expect our suppliers to comply with the 
Modern Slavery Act 2015.

For more information please see ESG Report > Our approach to 
people and society. page 25 and ESG Report > Employment 
practices and diversity. page 28

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 412:  
HUMAN RIGHTS 
ASSESSMENT 
2016

412-2 Operations that have been 
subject to human rights reviews 
or impact assessments

ESG Report > Data appendix > People and society data. page 49

LOCAL COMMUNITIES

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to people and society. page 25

ESG Report > Community relations. page 30

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 413:  
LOCAL  
COMMUNITIES 
2016

413-1 Significant investment agreements 
and contracts that include human 
rights clauses or that underwent 
human rights screening

Hurricane has implemented local community engagement 
initiatives in 100% of its operations. For more details, please see:

ESG Report > Community relations. page 30

ESG Report > Working with our stakeholders > How we engage. 
page 8
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GRI Standard
Reporting requirements 
as listed in the Standards 

Disclosure

SOCIAL continued

SUPPLIER SOCIAL ASSESSMENT

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to people and society. page 25

ESG Report > Anti-bribery and corruption. page 14

ESG Report > Responsible procurement practices. page 17

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 414:  
SUPPLIER SOCIAL 
ASSESSMENT 2016

414-1 New suppliers that were screened 
using social criteria

Social criteria are included as part of the anti-bribery risk assessments 
we conduct on our suppliers. We carried out checks on 11% of our 
suppliers, applying a risk-assessed approach.

For more information, please see ESG Report > Anti-bribery and 
corruption. page 14 and ESG Report > Responsible procurement 
practices. page 17

PUBLIC POLICY

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 
and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to governance. page 13

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 415:  
PUBLIC POLICY 2016

415-1 Political contributions ESG Report > Governance > Business ethics, transparency and 
regulatory compliances > Anti-bribery and corruption (ABC). page 14

SOCIOECONOMIC COMPLIANCE

GRI 103: 
MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its boundary

ESG Report > Our material topics. page 9

ESG Report > Materiality matrix > Discussion of boundaries. page 9

103-2 The management approach 
and its components

ESG Report > Our approach to governance. page 13

ESG Report > Business ethics, transparency and regulatory 
compliance. page 14

103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach

ESG Report > Governance > Board structure and oversight 
of sustainability topics. page 6

GRI 419: 
SOCIOECONOMIC 
COMPLIANCE 2016

419-1 Non-compliance with laws 
and regulations in the social 
and economic area

There have been no significant fines or non-monetary sanctions 
for non-compliance with socioeconomic regulation. 
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GOVERNANCE DATA

 
Anti-corruption
Operations assessed for corruption-related risks

Total number and percentage of operations assessed for risks related to corruption 11% (41)

Communication and training on anti-corruption
policies and procedures Recipients Aberdeen Eashing FPSO Total % of total

Number and percentage of people receiving 
communication and training

Board members 
(NEDs) N/A 6 N/A 6 100%

All employees 13 37 2 52 100%

Number and percentage of business partners 
receiving communication or training

Tier 1 contractors 4 — — 4 100%

Direct contractors 12 8 — 10 100%

ENVIRONMENT DATA

 
Energy
Energy consumption within the organisation

Total fuel consumption within the organisation from non-renewable sources (in TJ) 63,744 

Total fuel consumption within the organisation from renewable sources,  
in joules or multiples, including fuel types used (in TJ) —

Includes Fuel gas, HP and LP Flare gas, Diesel, and a very small amount of Propane.

Emissions
Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions FPSO

Gross direct GHG emissions (in tCO2) 128,831

Water and effluents

Water withdrawal Surface water Ground water
Sea 

water
Produced 

water
Third-party

 water

Total water withdrawal from all areas (m3)* — — 14,207 38,305 N/A

* Notes on methodologies and conversions on page 22 and in the GRI Content Index.

Water discharge
Surface 

water
Ground 

water
Sea 

water
Third-party

 water

Total water discharge to all areas (m3)* — — 38,365 N/A

Waste and effluents
Waste by type and disposal 
method Reuse Recycling Composting

Recovery 
(inc. energy) Incineration

Deep-well 
injection Landfill

On-site 
storage Other *

Total weight of hazardous 
waste by disposal method 
(in tonnes) — 80.8 — 14.0 — — 0.1 — 203.5

Total weight of non-hazardous 
waste by disposal method 
(in tonnes) — 44.6 — 18.9 — — 39.9 — —

Significant spills

Total number and total volume of recorded significant spills —

* Treated onshore and discharged under consent.

Data Tables
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PEOPLE AND SOCIETY DATA

Information on employees and other workers
Employment
Total number of Hurricane Energy employees by employment contract  
(permanent and temporary), per gender Permanent Temporary Total

Female 22 — 22

Male 30 — 30

Total 52 — 52

Total number of Hurricane Energy employees by employment type (full time and part time), per gender Full time Part time Total

Female 20 2 22

Male 30 — 30

Total 50 2 52

Total number of Hurricane Energy employees by employment contract (permanent and temporary), per region Permanent Temporary Total

Eashing 38 — 38

Aberdeen 14 — 14

Total 52 — 52

New employee hires and employee turnover by age group <30 years 30–50 years >50 years

New employee hires in 2019 2 9 1

Employee turnover in 2019 1 1 1

New employee hires and employee turnover by gender Female Male Other

New employee hires in 2019 3 9 —

Employee turnover in 2019 1 2 —

New employee hires and employee turnover by age group Eashing Aberdeen Other

New employee hires in 2019 8 4 —

Employee turnover in 2019 2 1 —

Diversity and equal opportunity
Diversity of governance bodies and employees by gender Male Female 

Percentage of Board members by gender 75% 25%

All employees 58% 42%

Manual workforce N/A N/A

Skilled workforce 53.5% 46.5%

Management and senior management 78% 22%

Diversity of governance bodies and employees by age <30 years 30–50 years >50 years

Percentage of Board members by age — — 100%

Percentage of employees by age 15% 62% 23%

Percentage of manual workforce by age N/A N/A N/A

Percentage of skilled workforce by age 19% 65% 16%

Percentage of management and senior management by age — 44% 56%
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Data Tables continued

PEOPLE AND SOCIETY DATA CONTINUED

 
Information on employees and other workers continued
Diversity and equal opportunity continued
Proportion of senior management hired from the local community 2019

Percentage of senior management at significant locations of operation that are hired from the local community 100%

Training and education
Average hours of training per employee per year by gender

Female 20

Male 16

Average hours of training per employee per year by employee category 2019

Manual workforce N/A

Skilled workforce 19

Management and senior management 12

Board members 2

Occupational health and safety

Workers covered by an occupational health and safety management system

Employees Contractors

Number % Number %

Number and percentage of all employees and contractors covered by 
an occupational health and safety management system 52 100%* 18 100%*

Number and percentage of all employees and contractors covered by 
an occupational health and safety management system that has been 
internally audited — — — —

Number and percentage of all employees and contractors covered by an 
occupational health and safety management system that has been audited 
or certified by an external party —** —** — —**

* All staff and contractors are covered by Hurricane’s Health and Safety Management System.
**  Hurricane’s Health and Safety Management System is currently going through the ISO 45001:2018 certification process, carried out by an ISO-accredited body (NQA). 

The Gap Analysis was completed in November 2019 with four ‘areas of concern’ noted. The Stage 1 audit occurred 4th of February, with the Stage 2 audit scheduled 
for the week commencing 27 April 2020.

Work-related injuries

Employees Contractors*

Number Rate Number Rate

The number and rate of fatalities as a result of work-related injury — — — —

The number and rate of high-consequence work-related injuries 
(excluding fatalities) — — — —

The number and rate of recordable work-related injuries — — 2 2.12

Number of hours worked 81,683 859,806

* Includes all Tier 1 contractors and all direct contractors.

Work-related ill health

Employees Contractors

Number Rate Number Rate

The number and rate of fatalities as a result of work-related ill health — — — —

The number of cases of recordable work-related ill health — — — —

Number of hours worked 81,683 859,806
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PEOPLE AND SOCIETY DATA CONTINUED

 
Information on employees and other workers continued
Human rights assessment
Employee training on human rights policies or procedures 2019

Total number of hours in the reporting period devoted to training on modern slavery, diversity or other human-rights-related 
policies or procedures 52

Percentage of employees trained in modern slavery, diversity or other human-rights-related policies or procedures* 100%

* Completion of modern slavery and equality and diversity training is mandatory for all employees.

Procurement practices
Proportion of spending on local* suppliers 2019

Percentage of the procurement budget used for significant locations of operation that is spent on suppliers local to that operation 99%

* Hurricane’s geographical definition of local is the United Kingdom.
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2C contingent resources Best case contingent resources under the Society of Petroleum Engineers’ Petroleum Resources Management System

2P reserves Proved plus probable reserves under the Society of Petroleum Engineers’ Petroleum Resources Management System

ABC Anti-Bribery and Corruption

AIM The AIM market of the London Stock Exchange

ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practicable

AGM Annual General Meeting

Aoka Mizu Aoka Mizu FPSO

bbl Barrel

BEIS Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy

Bluewater Bluewater Energy Services and affiliates

BMS Business Management System

Board Board of directors of the Company

BRINDEX The Association of British Independent Oil Exploration Companies

CCOP Commercial Code of Practice

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CFO Chief Financial Officer

CMAPP Corporate Major Accident Prevention Policy

Company Hurricane Energy plc

COO Chief Operations Officer

E&P Exploration and Production/Exploration and Production company

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment

EITI Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative

EMS Environmental Management System

EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction

EPS Early Production System

EU ETS European Union Emission Trading System

EUR Euro

FPSO Floating production storage and offloading vessel

FRC Financial Reporting Council

G&A General and Administrative costs

GBP British Pounds Sterling

GLA Greater Lancaster Area, comprising the Lancaster and Halifax fields located on UKCS licences P1368 Central and P2308

GRI Global Reporting Initiative

Group Hurricane Energy plc, together with its subsidiaries

GWA Greater Warwick Area, comprising the Lincoln and Warwick fields located on UKCS licences P1368 South and P2294

HSE Health, Safety and Environmental

Glossary
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HSEM Health, Safety and Environmental Management

HSSEQ Health, Safety, Security, Environmental and Quality

Hurricane Hurricane Energy plc, together with its subsidiaries

ICOP Infrastructure Code of Practice

IEA International Energy Agency

IMT Incident Management Team

NQA National Quality Assurance

OGA Oil and Gas Authority

OGUK The UK Oil and Gas Industry Association Limited

OPOL Offshore Pollution Liability Association

OPRED Offshore Petroleum Regulator for Environment and Decommissioning 

Ordinary Shares Ordinary shares in the Company of £0.001 each

OSPRAG Oil Spill Prevention and Response Advisory Group

OSRL Oil Spill Response Limited

PESGB Petroleum Exploration Society of Great Britain

QCA Quoted Companies Alliance

Regulator Oil and Gas Authority, Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy, and/or 
The Health and Safety Executive

SASB Sustainability Accounting Standards Board

SCAP Supply Chain Action Plan

SDG Sustainability Development Goals

SERPENT Scientific and Environmental ROV Partnership

SOSREP Secretary of State Representative

SURF Subsea, Umbilical, Risers, Flowlines

TCFD Task Force on Climate Change Financial Disclosures

Tier 1 contractors Hurricane’s major direct contractors 

USD United States Dollars

WOSPS West of Shetland Pipeline System

53ESG Report 2019
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Head and Registered Office

Ground Floor
The Wharf  
Abbey Mill Business Park 
Lower Eashing 
Godalming 
Surrey 
GU7 2QN 
UK

T: +44 1483 862 820
F: +44 1483 862 859
E: esg@hurricaneenergy.com
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